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COASTAL COMMAND
0ct;ober9 1942

October has“seen a fall in U-Boat sightings in comparison with September^ when the number seen
was abnorm^y high. This can be attributed to a variety of causes, including the more adverse
weather conditions during the month and the emphasis placed by the U-Boat Command on the necessity
for remainmg submerged during the hours of daylight. A total of 68 U-Boats were sighted, 64 by armed

with 39 attadcs (61 per cent.) resulting. These totals exclude sightings and attacks made by
53 Squadron in America and during the passage of the PQ 18 and QP 14 (Russia) Convoys.

Hie month’s anti-submarine patrolling totalled 7,090 hours, ten hours more than in September
{see Chart 1). va

Considerable variation in the monthly sightings must be expected owing to changing tactics
hours of daylight and the disposition of our own aircraft and of the U-Boats themselves. This *
say, however, that the effectiveness of aircraft has dropped in proportion, although obviously the
chances of attacking will have been reduced. October again provides positive proof that they axe a
weapon greatly feared by the U-Boat crew. As much has been freely admtted by prisoners for the first
time in many months : and the breaking up of U-Boat concentrations in convoy areas has confirmoH

For example on 4th/5th October the HX 209 when between 58° 30'—59° 30' N. and 20°
-w 00 W. was beset by at least six U-Boats and serious losses appeared to be inevitable. The convoxr

^°y?red by 12 close escorts and sweeps in the convoy area found by 7 U.S.N. PBYs., 1 Liberati^
^d 4 Hudsons from Iceland and by 3 Fortresses from 15 Group. Nine U-Boat sightings were mad^
leading to six attacks: as a result of which the gathering U-Boats were dispersed and the convrk'**
amved without a single loss. The histories of convoys SC 104 and HX 212, which also sailed durin^

month, are similar and demonstrate beyond doubt the value of offensive patrols in the convoy
when the concentration is building up and, when the convoy is actually threatened, of close escoiH-
Conversely, statistics show escort of unthreatened convoys to be an undue diversion of effort
uneconomical employment of aircraft which ran be better used on offensive patrols against the TT-'R ^
on passage or at sea.

announcement was made towards the end of the month that records exist of “ attacks
u-rfioats which have resulted in the sinking or damage of over 530 Axis submarines.” This figure d
nc^ mclude Russian attacks nor those of the French Navy before June, 1940. It may be of more
interest to know what the contribution of Coastal Command has been towards this achievement.

The following figures relate only to the Coastal Command area and, except where otherwise sta j
rtf'V by Coastal aircraft.. They are correct up to 31st October, 1942. Between July, 1040
October, 1942, inclusive, 843 sightings of U-Boats have been made, or virtuaUy an average of one e^^
oay* Smce the beginning of the war 626 attacks have been made, or an average of rather more than

other day. During this period 124 U-Boats have been officially assessed (see Af
as sunk, probably sunk, or damaged in varying degree. This represents a minins^"

OT 23 per c^t. of the total of 530, and shows that approximately one attack m five has resulte#i^^
damage. In addition 103 attacks outstanding for September and October await assessment. Credit ^
siting or damage goes to Bomber Command for 2^ attacks and to U.S. Navy aircraft for 3 atta
while 7 attacks were made by Coastal Command aircraft in conjunction with H.M. Ships. ^ks.

These practical results of the war against the U-Boat are a justification of the many hours
on patrol and of the difftculties and hardships which aircrews know only too well and overcoi^^^
^ectively : and they point to the excellent co-operation between the Royal Navy and the Royai^'
Fdtpe without which this achievement would be impossible. Nor is the attack upon the
liimted to its destruction only at sea. Aircraft of Bomber Command both in special raids on the
marine y^ds, and in those on seaboard towns, have added to the number destroyed and have helH^^'
construction, interfered with training and caused casualties among crews on shore. Heavy raids oin
mdustnal towns of Germany have struck at factories engaged in providing U-Boat components
recent attack by VIII Bomber Command U.S.A.A.C. on the base of Lorient caused very mat
damage and is, it is to be hoped, the precursor of many such raids. In addition, there is every reasnf*^^
b^eve that the extensive mining carried out by Bomber Command and Coastal Command has not
without results where the U-Boats are concerned.

on

Photographic Reconnaissance sorties were slightly fewer than for September, but they mch ̂
usual proportion of notable flights. The successful reconnaissances of the Gleiwitz area on

German-Polish Frontier, and of Trieste, Rome and Palermo are examples. Conditions unfavoiS ^
for photography hampered the attainment of results on a number of occasions and led to a soniA^«r^^
high rate of abortive sorties.

Anti^shipping activity was limited ; 63 sightings of enemy convoys led to 29 attacks. One
of about 4,5^ tons was beached on the French coast as the result of R.A.F. and Naval action : „

bit by a torpedo off the Norwegian coast and at least seriously damaged. A feature of tC'*
mon^ has been the activity of blockade runners in the Bay of Biscay. {See article on page 25
considerable diversion of anti-submarine aircraft to shadow and strike was necessary on this acconr,^

Air/Sea Rescue has been on a small scale due to a reduction in the number of calls ; 73 *
were saved in October, representing a high percentage of

The totad flying for September, 48,324 hours, an increase over August (47,361), was divided into

Operational t6jS26 hours (August 15,576), and Non-operational 31,798 (August 31,785). Flying.
Russia is included.

and

easuccess.
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I.—ANTI-SUBMARINE ACTIVITIES

Some Recent Attacks on U-Boats
Attack ofE the West Indies from the port quarter, releasing four torpex

Hudson P/53 was flying on an anti-submarine ^fPthKiharges from ̂  ft. as the U-Boat was
patrol east of Trinidad, when it sighted a U-Boat ^vmgi while the pilot attacked the conning
six miles on the starboard bow, at 1629 hours on tower 'vwth the front guns. Two depth-charges
20th September. The pilot turned full to star- exploded on either side of the U-Bpat. Number
hoard, to make use of cloud cover, and then to ^ bounced off the bow and ricochetted to the
port, while the U-Boat began to submerge when starboard side close to the bow. The U-Boat
it was miles away. The final attack was made then sulraerged, but very shortly afterwards
straight up the U-Boat’s track from dead asterUj' resurfaced with a list of over 45 degrees to port,
four torpex depth-charges being dropped from of the conning-tower and the ba^
50 ft., while the top of the conning4ower was superstructure showing above the v^ter.
still visible. Two of the depth-charges were “„®obbed about as though trying to surface
probably correct for range, but woifld have made  a turn to port between 90® and
Lploded at too great a depth to be lethal. A > ^d finally stopped, sinking again with
few seconds after the explosion, a convulsion about half a minute after
100 ft. across and 50 ft. Wgh appeared 200 ft. attack. As it was disappearing, a sudden
ahead of the swirl. This was probably due to ®P0^t of water enveloped ihe conning-tower,
blowing the main ballast tanks, as a few seconds observed. Already two l^ge
Ipfpr the U-Boat reappeared, listing to port ^ bubbles had appeared in succession about
and turning to port in a tight circle. Photographs ^  ̂head of the depth-charge scum, about
^ow that the U-Boat was leaking fuel oil, secon^ after the explosions; now two more
indicating damage, which, however slight, would bubbles appeared, a few seconds after
ho. n serious matter for a U-Boat presiunably submerged. Two hours later
q onO odd miles from base. (11 ° 00^ N., 56° 45' W.) one mile long, was seen, with various
d,OUU oaaiii V objects floatmg in it, one of which looked like

Attack on Arctic Convoy Frustrated a red rubber dinghy or life-jacket. This U-Boat
Norwegian-manned Catalina Z/880 was-

Convoy QP 14 norUr of Jan Mayen ●

would make its passage home heizardous in the
extreme, but in view of the debris in the oil
slick, it is by no means impossible that it

The
fiSCOlTwHS

Island, at 0925 hours on 21st September, when
a U-Boat was sighted moving north 10-15 miles
from the aircraft and 20 miles from the convoy.

U-Boat was of the German type, and had a
v^rell forward of the conning-tower and

rannon at the rear end of the bridge. The air- A XJ-Boat’s Acrobatics
craft dived to attack, but the U-Boat remained A flying-boat, Catalina U/210. flew a patrol

the surface, and opened fire at 2 5W yar^, east of Iceland on 23rd September to protect an
with machine-gun me, mttmg the SC. convoy. At 0653 hours, when the aircraft
L

*  foundered. (09® 32' N., 58® 53' W.)' The

gun

on

craft vrith several 20 mm. shells and numerous was at 600 ft. in visibility down to one mile, a
machine-gun b^ets. Two of the cr^ were conhing-tower was sighted three-quarters of a
sliffhtlv wounded, the radio set and port petrol mile off,. on a bearing pf 300 degrees. The
ta^ smashed and the port engine d^aged. U-Boat appeared to be a 517-tonner. The
As soon as it got within range the Catalina aircraft immediately turned to port through
nlied with its front gim, scoring m^y hits on nearly 180®, and attacked from two points abaft
^ U-Boat’s huU and two on members of the the U-Bpat’s port beam. Six torpex depth-

crew. The attack was pressed home wth fom charges, set to 25 ft., spaced to 36 ft., were released
T N t“. depth-charges but they fell 30-45 ft. from SO ft. as the U-Boat was disappearing. They
from the starboard beam of the U-Boat and straddled the line of advance abreast of the conning-
orobably more than shake it up. This tower, three falling on either side. Immediately

re
the

hnwever was enough to make it harmless for the after the explosions the U-Boat reappeared
time being. below the surface at once,

on
  ̂ After the explosions the flak its side, and sank below the surface wutx;

Si
nff^uthward, away from the convoy. The
Srraft made a forced landing on the sea,
iSi vards from H.M.S. Marne, who rescued

(74"08'N.,07"00'W.)

erratic and feebk, and^^e U-Boat m^e multaneously, a mushroom 20 ft. across
i: ^ centre of the explosion mark, and what

looked like a length of metal piping was thrown
up some 50 ft. into the air, followed lSi-20 seconds
later by a violent rush of bubbles directly c
this position. A further 20 seconds later

on its

over

U-Boat Seriously Damaged or Sunk off South U-Boat reappeared on the surface, still on its
America side. After some five seconds in this position

Hudson <3/53 was patrolling off the mouth of one end of the U-Boat rose dear of the water
the Orinoco on 22nd September, when a Special exposing a double row of square vent-holes and
Eouinment contact was received at a range of poised there for five more seconds. Then the
15 miles ; visibility w^ 10-12 miles at the time, U-Boat settled, rolling somewhat, and disappeared.
1230 The aircraft homed, and soon sighted a The sea was very rough, so that no oil could be
U-Boaf dead ahead eight miles off. The U-Boat observed, in fact in a very short time the breakers
was travelling at six knots on a south-westerly washed away all trac^ of the incident,
ftntirse and did not begin to submerge until the is no dbubt that this U-Boat i
aircraft was very close. The Hudson attacked damaged. (68® 19' N., 13° 50' W.)

There

seriously
was

(C47158) u2
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was made with four depth-charges from 50 ft.
Three of the depth-charges were right for line.

Protectmg a Batfleship

On 25th September Whitley K/68 was on x r
escort duty to H.M.S. Duke of York in the and depth. A large part of the fore p^ of the
Atlantic, north-west of the Hebrides, nearly an U-Boat reappeared at a very steep angle about
hour after sunset (at 1941 hours), when it saw 20-30 seconds after the explosions and about
200 yards on the starboard bow a periscope 100 yards south-east of the marks. An olgpct
feather and wake- —some 10 yards long—^with two- seen a little distance from the l^ws was po^bly
and-a-half feet of periscope showing. The ^1^® connmg-tower breaking surface,
battleship was ten miles away. The aircraft. The bows staj^d above the lof 30-^
which was flying at 1,100 ft., lost height in a seconds—-^were fired on by the Whitley s
tight circle to port, and attacked from the port gunner ^before d^appeanng agam almost
quarter at an angle of 30° to the track, releasing vertically. A patch ot troth rem^ed where
five, torpex depth-charges from 80 ft., one second been, ̂ d was sUU^sible three minutes

-

after the periscope was last seen. Three of the from 1,600 ftf. Baling procedure for
depth-charges straddled the U-Boat between hours gave no resu ts. he vey steep angle
conning-tower and stem, well within lethal range, of the U-Boat s reappe^ance and second dis-
An oil patch appeared, which spread to 100 yards appearance, together wi e roth, make it
across, and persisted long after the explosion- w  ? destroyed,
rnark had vanished. A Une of four dark objects, oO N., iz U .J

about three ft. across and about four ft. apart «  ^ Cover

After dropping a flame-float, the aircraft reported in thp HnnfX
the-attack to H.M.S. Duke of York, and a des^er f g^ted, through a gap m the ̂ ouds a U-Boat
of the escort went to inveitigate. Ten minutes I? f^es on the .^he ^
after the attack a second flame-float was dropped, pho^grap Tnakincr Proved
200 ya^ds from the first; a large dark object to be of f/ ̂oo 12 knots,
about 10 ft. high and 20 ft. long was seen, and a large cloud which it P^^rt,
a thin pole standing up at about 75°, a few yards IT-Boat fPlate 2).’ When to
away. These objects may have been the after stalk  t ^ 2i miles awav the
part of the bridge and the periscope of the U-Boat. and inLiediately ̂ sighted *it

êals^c^vedto.attack.getW>4,\’J*t
V  SS., lU 2H w.) and a half before, it began a crash-dive,

Wa
A TT-Boat Lifted Bodily in such a hurry that one-third of the after

annament this was. probably one of the new Plose 50 ft six
1.600-ton supply boats. As the aircraft dived t^^img Jer ^®P^
to attack, the U-Boat opened fire with both
cannon and ● machine-gun, wounding three ^hfle the afte P thfa
memb

s

ers of the crew, in spite of evasive action P" the line of explosions *Ook
taken by the pflot. The Wellington’s rear ^g^^ across the ime ot explosions. Two apr?^

gunner replied, and saw tracers hit the bridge ahead of tL exJ^
superstructure. The aircraft straightened up 50-60 yards u.head of the explosion ar<f^*

at*^the last moment, and released®s^^^^ fo?l°7'lby a second s^e ISft in
charges from 70 ft., while the U-Boat was still stiU farther on, and a tW ̂rst of 9 ft bubbw
fully surfaced. TbWe straddled the U-Boat. 15 yards still farther on The whole fcubb^^
and appeared to lift it bodily; after the sub- process occupied about fom mmutes and sugg. 8
sidence ot the spray it dived^ dowly, becoming trouble wth the "o? w
completely submerged a minute after the attack signs of damage. (46 03 N., 12 05 W.) -^te
Owing to injuries to the crew and damage to the
aircraft, it was not possible to stay and observe
the results, but it would seem that at the very
least the U-Boat must have sustained
damage. (47° 00' N., 05° 30' W.) -

rear

Sunk Without Trace ?

Sunderland H/461 sighted an outward bon^^
U-Boat 8-10 miles dead ahead, at 1157 hours^*^
30th September. It attacked up-track, releasi^^

serious

An -VI six torpex depth-charges v^e 3 ft. of, the connnS?
A Posrable Kill tower remained visible. The depth-charges bp^r
WMtley Q/10 O.T.U. was patrolling the Bay almost simultaneously m a huge explosion hai.f

of Biscay at 1211 on 29th September in 12 miles way between the conning-tower and the sterr,"
visibility, when the wake of a homeward-bound just as the conning-tower submerged. Nothin^
U-Boat was sighted 10 miles on the port beam, further was seen, apart from a large brown scmn
The aircraft immediately turned to port, diving patch. Although absolutely no^ more evid^^„
from 2,500 to 2,000 ft. to get up speed, and then exists, the crew’s statements are 'so conclusive
turned to starboard to get into position astern to the correct placing of the stick that it jg
of the U-Boat. Although the aircraft was claimed that this is a case of the complete niptnr^
approaching up sun, the U-Boat apparently of the pressure-hull in more than one compartm^^
failed to observe it, and became totally submerged and below and aft the blister fuel tanks, leading
less than five seconds before the attack, which to the instant foundering of the U-Boat.

I

I



Plate 2

»

(Top) Cloud cover used in the attack on a U-Boat by R 10 on 29th September.

(Bottom) Attack on a U-Boat by N 269 on 5th October {sec page S); arrows indicate the conning-tower and
jumping wires.

{Set; page 4.)
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Spitsbeigen (810 Squadron) : (Top) Ice in Horn Sound, 6th June. (Bottom) Huts, Cape Linne, ISth May.
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could' leave no outside evidence other than the Oil fliiid Wreckage after Attack
escape of air, which would be merged in the Hudson N/269 was fl5nng about 300 miles south
normal violent eddies of the explosion area in that of Iceland, at 1157 on 5th October, when a
moderate to rough sea. Other cases have been U-Boat was sighted five miles on the starboard
known of U-Boats foundering without visible bow. The aircraft turned first towards the
trace. Some weeks ago an escort vessel attacked U-Boat, then slightly to port, and finally to
one with depth-charges, which the captain felt starboard again, before attacking from the
sure had been accurately placed ; seeing no trace starboard quarter at 20-30 degrees to the track,
he launched a boat, and after much fishing about The U-Boat was still fully surfaced,
with a fine-meshed net, collected tiny fragments torpex depth-charges with shallow setting, spaced
of what was later identified as human flesh, to 36 ft., were released from 20 ft., and straddled

(46° 45' N., 15° 57' W.) the U-Boat. No. 1 entered abreast the conning-

gnlmiaime with Bows Up starboard side, md No. 2 between
n.. nnn, c . I ■nn.-ii u/sno the conning-tower and the port side of the bow

September, V^tley F/502. (Plate 2). By the time the aircraft had circled
retuiMg from the Bay of Biscay with enpne port, and the position of the attack could be

1607 hours a U-Boat was seen again, 20 seconds after the explosion, there
g-io miles away on the port beam. TOe aircraft ^aoe of the U-Boat, only a disturbed
which was flying f 3 000 ft., turned to port ^d of water. Half a minute aftef the explosion
br^e cioud at 1 .500 ft. 5-6 mfles from tte P of thin ofl spread from the explosion
U-Boat, which began to dive as it apg-oached ^ bubbles two feet across apLared '
Sixtoipexdepth-chargeswererelea^d,^seconds ^j^^r five minutes wreckage also began
after it had disappeared , and steadied the track consisting of strips and fragments of
at right angles about 30 yards ahead of the swirl  , ^ood about two feet long. Half an SL later
just where the conning-tower shoifld have been ^ had increased considerably, to
No. 1 exploded to steboard, Nm. 2 rad 3 on the ^ng W ft. by 150 ft., and appeared to be

. trMk, rad the remainder to port Between h^f jjj below. More air bubbles
and one mmute later tte U-Boat s bow teappe^ed also surfacing, rad the quantity of wreckage
at an angle of about 30 . followed by the p bad definitely mcreased; the wind swept it into
the connin^g-tower, which just broke smfac^ 300^. long. At this point W/269 joined
and moved forwrad at that level, ^e n/269 and photographed the oil and wreckage ;
stayed above water for a minute, rad unfortunately no prints have yet reached Head-
disappeared, rerarfacing h^f a minute la quarters and until they have been studied it
steeper angle. Finely it slid under water remain uncertain whether the U-Boat
same steep angl^lO-15 seconds later, and w^ n seriously damaged or destroyed. (58° 41'N
seen again. The U-Boat was evidently m 22° 58'W.) *
difficulties, and its final disappearance with bow
up suggests serious damage. (46° 05'N.,
08°46'W.) U-SJI- PBYD/73 thwarted three U-Boats in
A Surprise Attack/ Plunge to Destruction r designs on a convoy south of Iceland on

1st October, Whitley Q/502 was flying 14th September. On arrival the aircraft was told
5*500 ft. over the Bay of Biscay, when an ^y the destroyer escort that there was a U-Boat

outward-bound U-Boat was sighted on the on each bow of the convoy. The aircraft first
surface of the sea ten miles dead ahead, flew to the starboard bow, and sighted a U-Boat

The Wcraft maintained course for one minute, which submerged while it was still a long way
and then lost height to starboard, approaching off. Then it flew to the port bow and sighted

U-Boat dead out of the sun, and achieving another U-Boat which it attacked, with results
^nmolete surprise. The attack was made at impossible to estimate. Five minutes afterwards
1415 hours from the U-Boat’s port quarter, and the aircraft proceeded to the rear of the convoy
w torpex depth-charges (two pore hung up) were ^nd sighted a third U-Boat, which it engaged
fficppedfrorn 100 ft. while the connmg-tower and machine-guns. The U-Boat replied ^th

at

glassy

the

d-em were still visible. The front-gunner fired cannon, but the gim-crew is beheved to have
rounds at the base of the conning-tower at t,gen hit, for the U-Boat dived shortly afterwards

Ifwe range, probably hitting one member of
Jr who was running along the deck and When Whitley J/612 was fl3dng north-west of

fell’into the sea. Photographs show that
●+her the last depth-charge exploded plumb

U-Boat forward of the conning-tower, or
fhP last two depth-charges straddled the U-Boat
d that point. Two small greenish-white patches
S foam were seen just ahead of the leading
edffe of the explosion mark one mmute after the
attack, continuing for three or four minutes ;
they were clearly visible from 100 ft. She must
have been continuously blowing her tanks and
“  therefore in difficulties'. She had begun her
dive unusually steeply, and the explosion of the The value of Procedure was iUustrated

the Faroes at midday on 23rd September, the
wake of a U-Boat was sighted about three miles
off. In an excellent attack the U-Boat was
straddled by six depth-charges, released three
seconds after it submerged. The stick was
correct for depth and for distance ahead of
swirl, and should have been lethal. Owing to
the very heavy sea, however, no after effects
could be seen beyond the normal brown scum.

w deoth-charge may well have so mcreased by the attack of Whitley S/10 O.T.U. on a U-Boat
this anele that control was lost in a 45° plunge in the Bay on 30th September. The U-Boat
home out by another photograph), which was first sighted, and ^successfully attacked,
Lntinued till the level of destruction by pressure at 1654 hours. After circhng the scene of the

reached at 700 ft. or so. (45° 58'N., attack, a two-hour marme marker was dropped
IV 15' W.) baiting procedure earned out at 1710 hours!
was

(C471S3)
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Points from Recent Attacks
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On returning at 1758 hdurSi. the U-Boat was The U-Boat was first sighted three miles awa^
sighted, trimmed well down, at a distance of at 1545 hours but submerged long before >1^e
ten n^es, but unfortunatd.y it submerged while aircraft arrived over its position. It was reagfete^i
the aircraft was still several miles distant. . three-quarters of an hour latej*, nine miles at^y*!

The aircraft immediately climbed into cloud,)
emerging again three miles from the U-Boat to)
make a depth-charge attack while 40 ft. of the
stem was still visible in the swirl. Although ,the
stick straddled the line of advance and the still,
visible stem only 25 ft. ahead of the apex of the
swirl, no definite after results were seen.

*

TT « ̂ortimate eiror led to the straddling of a
U-®oat sighted by Whifley N/77 in the Bay
on 1st October. The six torpex depth-charges
were a^id^tally spaced at 95 ft., but the fact
mnt this mistake led to the U-Boat being severely
shaken up is, of course, lio argument for repeating
It. Immediately after the explosions, about

of the U-Boatt’s bow resurfaced at an

angle of 20®, denoting loss of control.

15

* **

At 1300 hours on 20th October, Sunderlimd
U/10 sighted two U-Boats together on the siniace
of the Bay, at a range of 12 miles. Cloud 'was
only 1/10, but the aircraft succeeded in approach-

carrying out baiting procedure after ing the U-Boats do'svn sun, and using cloud cover
an attack on a 500-ton U-Boat in the Bay until 4-5 miles away. They signalled with a
- 2nd October, Whitley E/10 O.T.U. sighted bright bluish fight as the bunderland approached
a second U-Boat, a 740-tonner. The aircraft The further U-Boat crash-^ved while the aircraft
altered course to fake advantage of the sun, was three miles away, and the nearer one began
and then turned to port and dived to attack with to dive ten seconds later. The depth-char
machine-guns. The front gunner opened fire as attack therefore came too late,
tte aircraft approached the U-Boat’s beam, and
mt,a man "who was manning the U-Boat’s gun so
mat be fell into the sea. The U-Boat did not open  ^ extreme instance of the importance
^e, but dived slowly, lea’ving a second gunner photographs as well as of practice in U B
°  attacks has been given by inexperfenS

* *

While

on

gP

* **

of

crew. After achie'vong a completely -
approach by clever use of the sun, the
cafied to the front gunner to “let it go
the aircraft approached the bows of the U-B ̂
at 700-B00ft. The front gunner, thinking
depth-charges were meant and the aircraft
too high, did not release the depth-charges ̂
did he fire. After passing over the U-| *
it crash dived (with one luckless sailor
deck), the pilot turned and approached
astern. The ’

oat hs
still opU.WI.   — —— '..a.v.uea '

_  _ depth-charges finally dropped ●

♦:|c *

On 5th October IT.S. Navy PBY 1/73 was
®st^rting a convoy south of Iceland when a
^Bbat was sighted 10 miles away, at 1025 hours,
ihe ^craft attacked up track, and released
iGur 650-lb. depth-bombs, set to 25 ft., spaced

while the U-Boat was still on the
surface. The conning-tower was -vdsible at the
“hio of the explosions, but the U-Boat had
cu^ppeared when the spray had settled, leaving
^large patch of oil 150 ft. across. From evidence
the attack
^ salvo," the second pilot having accident,''

knocked the switch. The «ar-gunner esti^‘^
the explosions to be 30-40 ft. a,head of
and to starboard of the U-Boat s track, but

the confusion apparently reigning b,was — . ^ ^

 . was' very accurate in plan, but the
depth-bombs would have detonated- at too

h depth, and the U-Boat would have been
range. Six and a half hours later

»i/7o. sighted a U-Boat in the same area. Photo-

g?ephs show that it left a large oil-patch behind
^^sh ̂ ve 45 seconds before the attack,

wtoch ^ght indicate Ibat this was the one.

^^t^ % and that damage had been

I

aircraft that it is not surpnsmg to find
evidence of the the
charges exploded at least 250 ft. ahead,
swirb moreover, looks ̂  though the U-R®*
had submerged at least five seconds earher
the crew believed. The photographs also show^
the attack was made from the U-Boafr^‘
quarter at 45° to the track, instead of '■ practil??*^  stated.

On the

as

* ♦

^berator K/1^ demonstrated the value of
salting tactics on 6th October, south of Iceland, dead astern.

1

Sightings and Attacks by Squadrons, October
Sgitad- U-Bogts

Sighted Attacked
Squad
ron
224 Liberator
233 Hudson
269 Hudson
304 WeUington - ■

Type

311 Wellington ● -
330 Northrop
455 Hampden
502 Whitley
612 Whitley

10 O.T.U. Whitley
1404 Met. Hudsons
1406 Met. Hudsons

Transit aircraft
Civil aircraft . .

Base
Predannack
Gibraltar
Iceland
Dale. .
Talbenny
Iceland
Sumburgh
St. Eval
Wick
St. Eval
St. Eval
Wick

ton Type
10 Sunderland
48 Hudron
51 Wiutiey
73 U.S.N. P.B.Y ‘
77 Whitley

P.B.Y. '
120 Liberator

.
Base

2 1 Mount Batten
.  Sumburgh ..

Chivenor ..
Iceland
Chivenor ..
Iceland

.  BallykeUy
.and Iceland.

Chi'venor . . 1

1
1
8
1
2

14

2 I11 Q21 : 0 218 11.1 i10 015N

2 2172 Seatohlight
We^gtons.

21 ■i7 4179 122Skitten.Wick

.. Gibraltar ..

.. Benbecuia ..

Q2
?02
206 Fortress

1313 0146 0
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Close Escort or Swebp
When the RIA.F. Port Liaison Ofi&cer reports We come back, therefore, to old pimciple

on a.visit to a merchant vessel arriving at a British that there must be a certain miTunmm ot force
allocated to defensive me^ure while the maximum
is retained for the offensive.

port, he sometimes quotes remarks like these :

■ ‘ The officers and men felt very sore at not
getting any air protection.”

There are three aspects of ̂  wa^ which
mmd. The enemy"The Chief Ofi&cer (of an independently must always be borne i, ̂

routed ship) expressed disappointment at not forces can be intercepted and attacked at the pomf
seeing an air escort off the Irish coast, though of departure, or in transit, ̂ or at the POhit of
they had notified the ship’s position to the arrival. The U-Boats can be attacked at tteir
naval authorities the previous day.” point of departure, that is to say.at their building

yards and in their maintenance bases ; V^ey can
be attacked in transit areas through which they
are forced to pass ; and finally, they can be
attacked in their areas of operations.

m

" On the New York run, aerial escort is
practically non-existent on both sides as far
as visual evidence goes. It was expected
that they would be weU looked after^on both
sides of the Atlantic but this was not the case.
The Chief Ofi&cer was not the only member
of the ship’s company to notice the poor
escort recently. The Chief Engineer is said
to have a habit of remarking ‘ We must be

. near land, here comes the R.A.F.
* 99

Obviously, if the U-Boat can be destroyed on
its building slip of the workmen pr^enteq from
constructing it, the menace it offere to om
shipping is scotched at birth. If it can be s^k m
traSit, not only the U-Boat but its ̂ ed crew
is destroyed, and even if it is only attacked and

These remarks are typical of the criticisms ^^t destroyed, the morale of
which have been , heard ever since aircraft were affected. IT a pack timely mval of
employed in battle. In the war of 1914-1918. broken up, then the safe and timely arrival of
when our fighter patrols were flying far into the convoy is assured,

enemy lines and driving the German ̂  Force ^ offensive, therefore, can be extended to all
out of the air, our mf^try complmned bitterly if  ^ J ̂̂ e sea problem. How far then
one German aircraft flew over them either for ^ in operations of a purely defensive-
reconnaissance, or when spottmg for the German nature ?  It is very difi&cult to come to a true
guns. In this war, during the tra^c period of our judgment as to when a convoy is sufi&ciently
retreat through Belgium to Dunkirk the absence ihr^tened to justify a close air escort. The
of our aircraft over the battlefield led to bitter position of U-B^ts in open waters is only known
recriminations between airmen and soldiers. ;J^thin very wide limits. Estimations of probable
Memories of Crete and Libya were until recently ^ activity, and information from Inteffigence
a cause of lU feeling between the Services. p^t a general picture. But it is not

Tt is natural that the individual is interested in until a U-Boat has actually been seen, on the
own immediate surroundings, and cannot surface in the neighbourhood of a convoy that

^preciate the wider issues that may be involved, uncertainty gives way to a concrete proDiem.
^ere is so much spara in the heavens and ̂  ^ ̂  times, therefore, i
g^ircraft is such a small yeck m the sky; the , concerned with the safe and timely arrival
?^ttlefront on the ground is so restricted m its ^7^® ^  inrlined to " play safe ” and ask

relation to deployment m the air, that until the fpj.^°£se^air escort. Th^e authorities feel that,
end of time the land and sea forces wm coniplam i. „o definite threat exists, a convoy is
aSout those arr forces which serve their needs. tCugh a U-Boat infested area, and the

Tn this matter of the close escort of convoys and safety of that convoy is increased m some measure
seeking out and attack of enemy submarines, by the presence in its neighbourhood of an

will always be divergencies of opinion, but escorting aircraft. As the density of U-Boat
« one point there can be no doubt: the defensive patrols increases, so tins tendency to ask for

^^the weaker form of war. The close escorting of close air escort must mcrease. But the very ^
envoys is a defensive measure, while seeking out fact that a given area of sea contams a large
rid attacking submarines is an offensive measure, number of U-Boats lays emphasis on the need to

must be the stronger form of war. Unfor- search and strike.

?tmately, as black is never quite black and white xiiprp will never be enough aircraft in the world

gtction. bases and in their patrol areas. The conflict

the

To take the extreme case, if every convoy between these two reqmrernents ̂ ^dless ; it
received close air escort an astronomicil number  . -  - ^

oexween incsc i-ttv. —-i-    ,

reccxv--      requires nice judgment and great fir^ess to set

■ II

'i

i

rtf aircraft would have to be employed in this the proportions of aircraft to be allotted to these
Sity, and our offensive action in the land war as  ‘ ‘
well as at sea would thereby be weakened. It is
equally certain that if convoys were never escorted,

^ould lose ships by surprise attacks.

two duties, and there is o^y one sure guide to
help those who are faced by this most difiacult
problem—the offensive is the stronger form
of war.we

i

(C47168) a4

f
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The Psychology of Anti-Submarine Warfare
The hunting of the U-Boat is to the death : it extent of abandoning convoys marked dovmi for

sets out to achieve nothing less than complete attack,
destruction. For example, 5-8 U-Boats contacted the

If this were possible in the great majority of H.G.84 in June last, sinking five ships when still'
attach, secondary effects would be of no out of range of the air. On the next morning a
importance. In practice,- however, the prospects transit aircraft was diverted ofi its route to'
of. a high rate of success have not, in the past, Gibraltar and spent some time with the convoy,
beeai great, for reasons only too well known to Thereafter - Liberators, Sunderlands and shorter
those who study and participate in this very range aircraft patrolled the area, both escorting
specialised form of warfare. The fact that the the convoy and sweeping around it. This actioi^
U-Boat c^ remove itself from the danger of and the attacks resulting^ from it, led to the
aircraft attack in less than two minutes, the very U-Boats breaking off their attack and denied
precise bombing problem with which the aircrew them any further success,
are faced, the ineffectiveness of their weapons in Similarly S.C.97 on passage from Canada was
the pa^ ̂ d the superior look-out which the contacted by U-Boats in 56° 40' N., 36° 30^ w
submarine is in a position to maintain, are some of qq 30th August and shadowed until 4th September*
the factors which have worked against the ■ escort was provided for the convoy from
majority of attacks resulting in clean kills. 31st August onwards and in addition offensive

If the virtual impossibility of the aircraft sweeps were carried out in its area. No less than
obtaining concrete evidence of a sinking is added 10 sightings were made and a number of attacks
to the above, it is not surprising that the number carried out. The convoy entered the Irish Sea
of sunk OF probably sunk U-Boats credited to the on 5th September without loss. That this is
air appears small. It is true that a large number exception^ incident is shown by the passage
of U-Boats have been assessed in various categories the H.X.209 which on 5th/6th October wa«5
as damaged, as reference to the Monthly Anti- picked up and surrounded by U-Boats. GombinS
Submarine Report will show. But taken all in aU, action by air and surface escort enabled the convov
the material damage caused is apt to produce to be brought without loss through an area
feding of disappointment and, when divided which at least six and probably more U-Bog^*
into the number of hours flown on patrol, to give were concentrated for the attack and makin^ ^
3^ ^ figure which is as unconvincing as it is every endeavour to press it home. ©
misleading

of

.  T, The conclusion is inescapable. The U-Boat
For the true measure of the success or failure of been forced to take up station outside aircra<;~

toe p- against the U-Boats lies not in statistics range and to drop his quarry once that limit b
* 1!^ accomplishments in terms of control been reached. And, what is more curious
of the sea l

s

as

anes. bas been achieved, at least in the past, with^
A  study of the Charts of Shipping Losses since weapon which we now believe was rarely

beginning of the war is illuminating. In Either its effect has been under-estimated, wfiii*
1939^ sinkings took place almost up to the shores in view of eiyerience with modem weapons^
of this Island. In fact, until August, 1940, when unlikely, or the psychological factor enters in/®
the heavier explosive w£^ introduced in depth- the question more than is sometimes beheve^.
charges, it is quite clear that the U-Boat There is no doubt as to the dislike of the tj-B
metaphorically cocked a snook at the air. As we fo r aircraft even in 1941, and today it jg ^
now know, previous Marks of depth charges were greater since weight has been added to the att
not lethal save in the most exceptional circum- Interrogation reports are full of references to^^*
stances : nevertheless, the heavier charge and the constant strain imposed by aircraft.

b^g forced to operate further and further out f h  fn nroceed awav from the
mto the open sea!^ By the autumn of 1941 the stmcted to

. U-Boat were driven out to the 4G0-mile line : and

the number of attacks in the .400-600 miles area said that
were sensibly reduced. This last was all the more r»lane the plane has
remmkable because, owing to the few CataUnas Ikead^ too l^e
available to. work this area- and because of its  * you ̂
^tent, the density of flying was extremely low. done ... r tt cm ^ j
^To3s, too, was at a time when the U-Boat effort in “ Survivors of U 501 complained about
the Atlantic was concentrated against British insistent British air reconnaissance
shipping and some 25-35 U-Boats were con- forced them to spend much time ̂ bnier&
tmuously at sea. . . ." ®

e

During the current vear the Atlantic has been “ Prisoners of U 131 stated that while

ôded^thU-Boatstoan^xtlntunknownbefore. Atlantic forced
The entry of America into the war provided a avoid g  tentio
profitable hunting and training ground which, for aircraft patrols,
a time, was rich in easy spoils and provided a Nothing is more difficult to gauge than the stat
mu<m-needed stimulant to morale—for without of morale :  and too often generalisations are
1QA1 §oiug downward at the end of made from particular cases. The U 570 fell
1941

d

to
u of

. None the less, respect for the air has our hands because there was panic on board, due
mCTeased in the area under organised air control largely to the inexperience of the Captain ^
and the U-Boat has on more than one occasion crew. On the other hand the morale of the seven
proved its dislike of the air threat even to the survivors of the U 701, who spent some 50 ho\^

ba

«ud
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conning tower: the hatches ar6 closed: tanks are
flooded! planes adjusted and the boat dives. She
takes up a steep ̂ gle down by the bows and the
unwary may sUp on the steeply tilting deck,
bringing others down with him. Those few
seconds may seem an eternity and the recoUection
of previous attacks and narrow escapes will rush
through the minds of the crew.

in-the water under a blazing sun, was extraordin-
aniy high. They kept up their Captain, cradling
his'head in the life jackets and escape apparatus :
-and proved under examination to be extremely
security-minded. The first incident took place
towards the end of a very lean period for the
U-Boat: the second, when flushed with success.
Examining officers make frequent conunent on the
high morale of prisoners who come before them
but it must be remembered that these men,

having had time to get .
recover their balance, probably present a firmer
front than they would at the time of the attack.
After all, for better or for worse, they are out of
the war and there is no fear of bravado being put
to the test.

the shock and toover

Perhaps it is a false alarm and all this energy,
aJl this apprehension, is expended for nothing.
Or perhaps an attack may follow. There is the
explosion, a tremendous metallic clang; the
hammer blow of the water striking the hull.
The effect may be compared to a giant sledge
hammer striking on the sides of an empty boiler.
It may leave the crew dazed and half-stunned.
Lights go out, gauges break and clatter on .the
steel decks; water may start to drip, whether
from a serious leak or a broken pipe, the crew

have yet to discover. Hydroplanes and rudders
and one or both motprs may stop.may jam,

Unpleasant experiences fade rapidly from the
memory and natural optimism dispels the fears
and doubts which they raise at the time. ■ But
they ten*! to leave their mark and their effect is
cumulative. Our own submarine commanders
are in no doubt as to the unpleasantness of depth
charging- One, describing his first experience,
said that from the noise he thought that he was
being rammed, until the third explosion made
clear the cause. Not long ago another of our
submarines was attacked, the depth-charges strad-

the submarine’s stern on the level of the

^^

, n x 1,1 ●
There may be an ommous smell 01 chlorme gas—
only a suspicion, but enough to raise fears of
damage to the batteries. The boat may take
control, assuming a steep angle up by the bows
and surfacing involuntarily or diving equally
steeply to a great depth. Loose articles will
crash about inside, causing injuries to the crew.

ure hull. The lights failed and the steering
eear was put out of action : a number of gauges
were broken and there was much incidental
damagCi although not enough to cause the boat

founder. The boat dived to more than 350 ft.
before being got under full control. It was saved
bv the skilful handling of an experienced Com-
^ding Officer and eventually reached port,

on board wanted the incident repeated.

to

m
No one

And all this when the depth-charges are not
within lethal range. The closer they faU the
greater the shock, the damage and the confusion.
The effect is cumulative and not likely to be

forgotten. Each attack will seem a Httle worse
than the last . . . until someone cracks. At
best, he may shut the wrong valve or operate'
the wrong switch. At worst he may become
hysterical and affect other members^ of the crew
who may be nearing the breaking point. A state
of panic may ensue, as occurred in the case of the
U 570.

Those who seek to discount the moral effect of

depth-charging—they include, no submarine
officers of this or the last war—do not attempt to

explain how it was that m the earlier days of this
war, when weapons left so much to be desired,
the U-Boat was driven from these shores into the
open sea. There can be l^ut one conclusion:
continual harrassing, forced dives frequent
attacks, lethal or even non-lethal, pxay up the
U-Boat to a degree which human endurance
cannot stand—the more so if the winnings are
few, if dividends in the form of smkmgs faU below
a remunerative level.

There is no reason to believe that our own depth-
barges are less effective than those of the enemy,
^ r that their crews are more immune to the wear
“ d tear of attack. In fact, the evidence tends to

contrary. On the whole, U-Boat captains no
1  crer have the training of a Prien or Endrass
1° bind them. With the great expansion of their
^^rvice, the crews are necessarily selected over a

area and in some cases their officers are
^ tnilarly inexperienced in imderwater craft,

are treated with indulgence, given

privileges and at times f6ted on return :
are advantages in belonging to the U-Boat

^ce. But often it must be a case of “Ah, the
music of a distant drum.” It is a different

r  when attack follows attack and the U-Boat
-'^pot submerged, unable to make progress to its
Suet and at times only able to make the essential
facing at great risk.

Consider what takes place in a U-Boat. When
.  -ea within aircraft range, it will be trimmed

and aU the crew at their stations. Only
fniir men wiU be on the bridge. The remamder
ruiW. know nothing of what is gomg on above. An
r^raft is sighted : the alarm klaxons me pressed.
Tn the confined space of the U-Boat their din is
intensified, and no one except the four lookouts
tnows whether it is just another alarm or whether
rlpoth-eharges are to be expected at any moment.
Uie men on the bridge hurl themselves down the

The
many
there

Constant unexplained loss^ sap the morale of
those who survive, in a way that nothing else can.
The drum, no longer ffist^t, beats day and night
on the waterfront of the home ports^ and the
attractions held out by Jhe German High
Command grow less and less real. Destruction
is the aim of the offensive agamst the U-Boat;
and by it alone, can the yas be freed. But if it
takes time to reach the ̂ eal there is no need to
despair of what is already within grasp. Much
has been accomplished m the past; inore in the
present; and if pursued ̂ th detemmation and
intelligence, the full aim wfll assuredly be achieved
in the future.
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Thb Teolinique 6f Attacks on U-Boats: Direction of Appro^k
The ̂ dm of the pilot of aa anti-submarine

airaraft, on. sighting a II-Boat, is to deliver his
attack with the minimum possible delay so as to
catch his target while still <m the surface, or at
least within a few seconds of diving. It is for this
reason that the pilot is given a completely free
hand to .attack from any direction he wishes,

such freedom of action will continue in, force.
Under' normal conditions then, he should go bald-
headed for his objective frorn whatever (firection
presents itself, and waste ho time in jockeying for
position. There are occasions, however, when the
pilot can select the dfrection of attack, .as for
in^ance, when he has a lot of height to lose or when
he can stalk his ptey frorh behind cloud cover, and
in such cases the question arises as to what method
to choose. Considerable thought has' been given
to I3hs matter by air crews, and by the Staffs at
Coa^^ Command and Group Headquarters, and
there is no doubt that with normal weapons an
attack along the track from astern offers the
greatest chance of success. The reasons for this
choice will be discussed.

In the first place, by approaching from directl}'’

^tem, the pilot has the wake and swirl to give
him his line of approach and by making full use
of this, line error should be ehminateii, TTien there

Rowing tendency for U-Boats to make a

j^-minute alteration of course and to dive under
hdm. Wien approaching from astern such avoid-
Uig action will be clearly visible to the pilot who
^n^e appropriate action up to the last minute,
^rther, there is a? clear field of fire from the
^nt turret not only to the U-BOat’s A.A. gun
but also to the conning-tower hatch, so that a
determined front gunner wiU be able to prevent
ahy retmn fire. Finally, if the stick is correctly

pl^ed it is possible to get all weapons within
leth^ range whereas in a beam attack only two nose  ̂ r.
can be s

IS

o situated. but unless be has practised this manoen^*

j
but the point of release is far more difficult' toi
judge. For example, with a stick of six depths
charges spaced at 25 ft., the aim must be ito

in regard to the aiming mark in frequently, he will find that he reaches his boinbiS
the up the track " attack may not have been height in a^ impo^ible position to carry oqt^

Owing to the forward travel of attack without delay. If he practises on
depth^diarges or bombs under water, the whole possible occasion, m varymg strengths ^
Stick moves forward some 40 ft. after impact and directions of wmd, the time wiU come when
before detonation. The average length of a stick finishes his descent directly astern of, and hear!;?®
nw be taken as, say, 150 ft. If, therefore, the towards the U-Boat. Only constant practice
fiist depth-<iharge is aimed to fall on the leading achieve this ideal and so constant practice
edge of the swirl, the last one will actually explode he carried out.
150-f-40, or 1^ ft. ahead of the swirl. In other One last word : the aim, as stated above ig
Words* tile pilot pan aim his first bomb at the catch the U-Boat on tRe surface or nearly thf»' “
leading edge of the swirl up to 15 seconds after Nothing that a pilot does must compromise - ^
si

;
release it so that the first depth-charge striked
the water 250 ft. ahead of the swirl if the U-Bpat
has been submerged for only 10 seconds, and it
is this estimation of distance which leads; toi
errors for range. Even for a surfaced U-Boat thP
first depth-charge must fall 150 ft. ahead of the
conning-tower.

If ft is accepted that the up-the-track attadk
offers the best chances of success, it must alsa ̂
appreciated that, without adequate training, th^e
are serious risks of failure. For instance, a lifrk
error of only 20 ft. one way or the other wiU plapp
the whole stick outside lethal range, whereas

beam attack there is half the length of the U-Bpal
to play with. But the advantages of pp-the-tradt

great that, subject to sufficient trainSJ
there is everything to recommend it. ConsideratifS
should therefore be given to what special trainiSri
is necessary. First, the pilot should take evSS
opportunity of practising tracking over a mot^
boat, and an obser\>^ei in the boat should report ̂ '
how accurately this is done. This should be “
first from 50 ft., and later, when the

proficient, _
height and come down to 50 ft. to finish his

are so

IS a

Oh

neigiiu -w — *v. uw A*i*ish his

And this brings us to the second and most
portant part of the training. When a subma^^
- sighted from, say, 5,000 ft., the pilot pul?S®

down and loses height as quickly as he r ̂
but unless be has practised this manoei,f^»
frequently, he will fiiid that he vre
height in an ' ” _
attack without delay. If he practises

possible occasion, in varying

he should start from

considered.

^1

ibmergence and still get one depth-charge For at whatever angle the attack is made, it
Within lethal range. It is not suggested that the get home : and there must never be any quest]^^

^ould normally aim to release op the swirl of an attack failing or being delayed until
^ in that case some of the depth-charges will U-Boat is out of effective range, because
be wasted, but if there is doubt as to’ the exact captain has lost time in manoeuvring his airor^
niionient of submergence, or if the U-Boat has to obtain a position which is theoretically
only just dived, this point of aim should produce favourable.

results. Thus, in this form of attack, not only/iis
the pilot given a clear line of approach, but oIsoj
a definite aiming mark.

When considering the best direction of appmg^
some might think that the down-therim^^
attack has advantages. It is admitted that.i||§
pilot has an even better view of the swirl andw^e^

f

Use of the Eye in Anti-Submarine Warfare
Doctor: open.” it may best be used in the unceasing battle
Gentlewoinan;" Ay. but their sense 18 shut.” the U-Boats. Normally, we take our

V, 1.) powers very much as a matter of course.
Of all the many complicated pieces of machinery work with a large safety factor, and can see thin^

employed in anti-submarine warfare, the human in good time to be able to act. Even in
eye is without question the most delicate and time, however, this safety factor is greatly reduq^i
intricate. It is, therefore, worth taking a little when we are motoring, especi^y at nigj^
time and troubk to know how it works, and how The high road-accident rate is larg^ely due
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fafct that motorists do not see pedestrians or shade of grey. The colour of objects is due to
.other vehicles in time to take avoiding action, the different sensations set up by light of diBerent
Even more in wartime, and in aerial warfare, wave-lengths. The night eye, although insensi--
is the safety factor important. In flying at night, tive to differences of colour, nevertheless responds
or at very high speeds, so Httle time elapses to light of d^erent wave-lengths. It is, however,
between sighting a U-Boat and reaching it that quite insensitive to the red end of the spectrum,
it is of the greatest importance to sight it at the For example, by day the red pet^ of geraniums
extrerne. range of vision and to think and act appearlighterthan greengrass,butinthedeepen-
rapidly once it has been sighted. ing twilight, when night vision has almost

j M, . . . X replaced day vision, the petals become almost
Tnne and lUumination are not of course the ^

only factors that determine whether an object, oiacK g  & 6
^Cb as a U-Boat, is seen or not. Other physical Thus the night eye is ch^ctensed by ite low
factors, such as size and contrast, are involved, power of discrimination of detail, its ̂ ensitivity
in addition to the important subjective factors, to red light, its lack of colour perception, ̂ d the
bPtli physiological and psychological, which depend fact that the area of the retina most sensitive to
bn the observer himself and are more complex hght is not at the cenrie, but lies in a ring about
and interdependent than the physical factors. 6° from the fovea (see Big. 3). This has important
Xbe anti-submarine lookout should pay the greatest consequences for lookouts keeping watdi at
attention to these factors, which are to a large night (see below, page 13), ,
extent under his own control, whereas the if you go out into the blackout after being in a
' physical factors are not. The remainder of this lighted room,Tt takes about ten minutes for your"
g^cle is, therefore, devoted to a discussion, first of used to the low level of illumination
the physiological factors (the eye itself), then of the provided by, the night sky. This process is
psychological factors (the interrelationship be- technically known as dark adaptation. How long
tween the brain and the eye), and :toally of the takes for the eye to become fully adapted
practical application of these considerations to depends, however, on the level of illumination
^ti-submarine warfare. to which it has been previously exposed. If the
The eyes of man are the most highly developed eye has been exposed to a very bright light, sudi
ep organs foimd in the animal kingdom, as looking at the white clouds in a summer sky,
irtur^V, they are comparatively simple, and then goes mto a dark ceUar, absolutely

Srr pveball is essentially a hoUow sphere, with complete adaptation may take as long as thirty
^ onening at the front, the pupil {see Fig. 1). or forty minutes, pe ̂adaptation of the eye
^ interior surface of the eyebaU is caUed the after exposure to a bright hght is illustrated in

and is composed of a layer of cells, which Fig. 4, which also shows Ae Jfferent effects of
to light waves by sending impulses back red and white hght on the dark-adapted eye.

brain along the optic nerve. Just behind Recovery from exposure to red hght is quicker,
^^Xiinil lies a small lens, which focusses the These facts are of great importance, for by

the P f light entering the eye on to the retina, suitable lighting it is posable to carry out duties
Zns is surrounded by a circular band of at night, say in the cockpit of an aircraft, with
.  When the muscle relaxes, the lens adequate illumination, and still when necessary

jjfiusct®* a^nd its focal length increases, become fully adapted to seeing in the dark in

an

g ’ ig accommodated for distant a matter of one or two minutes. The use of
gQ tba of the muscle thickens the red light in such circu^tanc^, while it has

shortens its focal length, so that the many advant^es over white light, h^ the great
leiiS» - accommodated for near vision. When disadvantage of makmg it impossible to
eV® are being used, it is essential that the coloured lines and red markm^ on charts.

see

Tnuscles of the eyes should be at rest. Therefore, where coloi^ recogmtion is of vital
°ynodate them for distant vision {see importance, orange hght is used. Orange light

to is not as effective as red m preserving dark
P & , * ' ^ of sensitive element adaptation, but it foriM a good compromise

""'SLsanrrod^^he cones are responsi: where the recogmtion of colour, especially red,
is important.

day vision, and the ro^ ior night vfeion.
S.nes are concentrated at the centre of the ^ and the Bye

sid^“o£ Thereisnosh^lydetoed bo^d^ often stressed that we
a^

It

een day and night vision. ̂  8 our brains as weU as with our eyes,
rones predoxmnate, ui xwiugnx or lun , ● _ lookout must use a co

tb® both are in action ; and m stmhght . £ mental energy and effort ●

ê^ods alone are the^'aceT^f contents himself with an ̂ ess wknderi^^i

^y' ŝSlcr^Tr^e most sei^itive tt-yes, he will see no submarine, except ly a

*°'to*'an*’bbTert’°on'th?ldge of the^fieW oi What we actually see k influen<»d not only by
the eve^ automatically tends to turn physiological fatigue and

Qn that its retinal image falls the condition of our eyes, but even more import-
^^^ds that object, so that psycholo^e^ ones sup as attZto

1  U a. ● + v of the day eye is the expectation, mterpt pd mor^e. “It is
Another characterise ̂of ̂  chmacteripc of the field that while every

a postage-stamp^ v*^^"of t^X^omS^^

^ “Sr Wa^’^Xrirsofe, mind at any one time. Many other obje?^^we

I  ,
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are* mor4 or* i^ vaguely aware of, while still
others do not reach our consciousness at all.
Attention is, in fact, highly selective, and jumps
from one object to another. Concentrated atten
tion in one field of consciousness greatly reduces
the kvel of awareness in another. For instance,
if attention is concentrated on a ham sandwich,
and the various sensory stimuli associated there
with, it is unlikely that a U-Boat appearing at
the extreme range of vision will stand the same
chance of being spotted as if the whole attention
were concentrated on scanning. From the lookout
ppipt of view, a lowering of the level of awareness
in the visual field means that any object in that
field must be more conspicuous in order to attract
attention. -

Equally important with attention is the general
attitude towards the task that involves looking
out. If a lookout does not think he will
anything anyway, then the chances of his
seeing an5dhmg are greatly decreased. It is,
therefore, of the utmost importance that aircrews
should not be allowed to fall into the frame of

mind where they feel that they will not see any
U-Boats. The, converse is also true ; people see
what they expect to see. Rockall, for example,
has often been mistaken for a ship; when the
lookout is set for seeing ships, an object must look
vety rniHke a ship not to be mistaken for one
when it first comes into view. Similarly, whales
are often mlsteiken for U-Boats when lookouts
are submarine-conscious.

Interest in the task in hand is of extreme

unportance. Nobody is very good at a task
which does not interest him, and this appHes
TOuch to watching for U-Boats as to anything else.
Keeping a lookout for U-Boats over an endless
expanse of water, for hours on end, calls for a
conscious attempt to overcome boredom and
fatigue and maintain interest. The lookouts
°° ̂  U-Boat have the additional incentive that
their lives may well depend on spotting ; it is safe
to say that if aircraft that did not spot U-Boats
w^e liable to be attacked by them the lookout
kept for U-Boats would be considerably
efficient.

There are three useful mental aids to efficient
lookout work

(1) A proper understanding of the relation
of the individual task which is being
performed to the total effort of anti
submarine warfare.

see

as

more critical, and as the night eye is in Use, its
distinctive properties must be taken into account.
All night patrols should be carried out with the
minimum of lighting in the aircraft, and this should
preferably be red or orange so as to preserve the
dark-adapted state of the aircrew’s eyes. All
lights should be shielded so that they do not
directly illuminate the windscreen or other
windows. The various windows of the aircraft
should be kept scrupulously clean. Captains
should recognise the importance of this factor
in night flying, and insist that all windows are
kept in good condition. In taking off in daylight
for a night patrol, remember that a blurring that
may make little difference to visibility in bright'
sunlight may make all the difference between
seeing and missing a U-Boat in moonlight.

Scanning

The ability of the day eye to see small objects
falls off very rapidly towards the edge of the field
of vision from the region of maximum acuity- at
the centre ; this is illustrated in Fig. 2. For an
object just above the limits of visibility to be

given area, the eye must move about
continuously, so that the image of aU'parts of the
area falls in succession on the fovea.' This, fii
fact, is how we do search for an object like a
U-Boat in the visual field, and this searching 5
methodically done, taking the movement of ^
aircraft into account, can be made into a scannin
routine. The two essentials of such a routine
determination to scan systematically, even thoua^
the chances of seeing anything ^re relativrfx,
small, and avoidance of blank staring.

seen m a

the

The expanse of sea ahead of the aircraft should
be divided into a near and a far area. If enoiS?
lookouts are available, each area should be sub
divided into sectors, and one lookout should sca^'
the far area only, using binoculars as much a
possible. Another lookout should scan bo^
areas with the naked eye. , ^

At heights up to 5,000 ft., distances more th
more eight miles ahead are only a few degrees b^^

this side of the horizon. For an aircraft flyiu
1,000 ft. even four miles away is only about
below the horizon on the clearest of days.
U-Boats should be picked up at distances grea*
than four miles in average weather condition? jf
is essential to scan for them at the most suitabi ̂
angle below the visual horizon. If too much tim^
is spent in scanning the sea within four mfieg ^

(-6) A thorough knowledge of the methods the aircraft, the average range at which U-Boaf
employed to cany out the visual side are sighted will be seriously reduced. {See Fig
of the task. Visual angles can be roughly measured from

(3) A realisation that however good is the fact that when the arm is exten^d the clencfii ^
eyesight, it is the brain which ultimately knuckles subtend about o a.t fbe eye. Fig, g
determines what is seen, and that look- gives a rough guide to scanning with the naked
out duties call for active concentration eye under conditions of average viability when
of attention and expenditure of mental flying at 5,000 ft. 5,000 ft. twn
energy. horizontal sweeps at 2 and 8 are needed foj.

scanning the distant area. At 1,000 ft., scanning
should be confined to about 2° below the visibj^
horizon in a single horizontal sweep. Scanniu»
should be carried out at a rate of 5°-10° a sec^^'

integral otherwise objects will approach very near the
aircraft in one direction while the lookout fg
scanning in another. Using binoculars it
essential to scan just below the horizon, or the

A fpv words must be said about night patrol fuU'advantage of the additional range which they
work in general. At night various factors become give will be lost.

ow

As

of

ed

A good lookout must not only have good eye-
aght, but must know how to use his tools, in fact,
how to see. He must be interested in his task,

and conscious of its importance as an
part of the war effort.

Night Patrols
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^ When scanning at night it is most important Most people look through binoculars with their
to overcome the dajrtime habit of looking directly eyes acconunodated for near vision, and con-
at an object once it has been picked up in the field sequently are always .having to refocus the eye-
of vision, fig. 3 shows that the centre of the pieces, The best way to avoid t^ k to start
retina of the night eye is insensitive, the region of with the adjustable eye-pieces screw;ed out, and
lOECEimmn sensitivity, where the rods are con- turn them in until‘the correct focus is attamed ;
oentrated, being about 10° off the centre. "Wh^ if the binoculars are quicldy removed, distant
on patrol in moonhght, full use should bexinade objects shbtddbe in focus immediat^y. The basic
Of ̂ e moon’s path; if that is bright enough, principle is that binocul^s should be looked
the day eye can . operate, and the daylight through not looked into; In the everyday use of
scanning routine apphes. On moonlit nights the binocSlars, where they are used oifiy for' short
wake of a U-Boat can be picked up about two periods at a lime and to look at objects well above
^es away. "While it is very hard to scan at the threshold of visibility, these fine adjustments
night, owing to the difficulty of judging distance, may not be necessary,, but fpr the arduous ta^ ,
some ij'putine should be adopted. The field, of of an anti-submarine lookout, which involves Uie
view should be scanned as for the near distance use of binoculars for searching as well as for recog

nition, they are essential for maximum efficiency.[see top of Fig. 5).

Binoculars can thus be used for two separate
- ,, , r . . purposes. In anti-submarine warfare the more

Binoculars, or field-glasses, ^e of t^ mam jjnportant use is for picking up a distant U-Boat
types, day glasses md night gl^ses. only thed is invisible to the naked eye. It hardly needs
difference between the two is that mght glasses stressing that a U-Boat should be spotted at the
have a larger eat pupil to ̂ ow the m^mum jnaximiLi range possible so that the aircraft can

+  f hav^ a^v7 maffn^cation make any necessary changes of course, speed or
^table height preparatory to the attack. When these
field of view o ̂  ^ dispositions have been carried out, and the air- '
day as well as n g . craft is approaching the' suspected U-Boat, the
AH good binoculars require two separate adjust- second use of binoculars, the recognition of the

ments by any one individual. One is the setting object, comes into play. Binoculars can help in
of the two eye-pieces so that they are the same rapid recognition and save time being wasted on
distance apart as the user’s eyes. This adjust- fishing boats, waves, whales, etc. TTie value of
ment must be accurately carried out, especially binoculars in increasing the range at which objects
at night. ● The second adjustment is the correct can be picked up depends on weather conditions as
focussing of the binoculars, and here the essentials well as magnifjnng power. The clearer the atmos-
are not only that the field of view should be clear, phere, the greater will be gain in visual range,
but that at the same time the eyes should be Very little is gained by using bin9culars for spot-
relaxed accommodated for distant vision, ting in  a visibility of less than five miles.

Binoculais

What Would You Do ?

Fvervone who takes part in U-Boat warfare enthusiasm transmitted it 'to base, the sighting
how many hours a crew may fly without a position being half way between the Scillies and

● Sne It is equally common knowledge how the mainland! Better, however, to cause a minor
unforeseen circumstances can arise and force flap at Area Combined Headquarters than to be

to make an instantaneous decision, caught on the wrong foot when a real sighting

t“® which wiU depend the success or failure of

attack. Perhaps one of the best means of reaching
an- w wav a pilot can feel assured of making maximum efficiency in the approa.ch to the attack

^f^Jpcision IS to know his own limitations i® to set oneself a series of theoretical problems on
limitations of his aircraft. How many land, work out on paper the theoretical answers,

^^.^Lrinstance, can say straight out, offhand, and then, next time one is flymg, see. whether
pilots, for ̂  to 5Q ft. from theory and practice are m agreement.

K  o?4 000 or 3,000 or 2,000 or even 1,000 ft., -
it is a question of diving straight down to

Sort Yet this knowledge is essential if a weU-

iS' attack is to be executed on a U-Boat
whfch has submerged.

occurs.

an

a

There are many such probl^s, but to go __
with here are two or three involving a quick
decision:

on

(1) Aircraft at 125 knots on course 090^ fiyino
at 250 ft., visibility one mile, sights a
fuUy surfaced U-Boat course 180^
distance 1,000 yds. dead ahead, WHO
cloud base 500ft.

This is taken from one of a score or more reports
of sightings under similar circumstances. The
problem is a simple one, can or cannot the pilot get
all set for release if he flies str^ht to the targS ?
If he cannot, what alteration in course and height
should be made to reach his target in the minimi

The solution lies partly in constant practice
in the air, and partly in theoretical study on the
ground Some of the best crews m Coastal
Co^and make a habit of carrying out as fre-
ouentlv as possible a complete practice attack
L imiinary U-Boat, each member of l^he crew
being detailed to a specific task, and the whole
routhie being rigidly adhered to. So much so that
in a recent practice the W/T operator receiving a
405-,472 sighting message in a moment of over-

on

   J
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(3) Aircraft at 14/) knots at 5,000ft.,
perfect visibility, on course Z00\
wake of U-Boat 15 miles distant^ 'heaM^.
270°. Time 1600 hours B.S.T. O^her,
Sea choppy. , , j;

' As every pilot knows this is one of the ocGS^hHs (f
all too frequent when the odds are nearly allii® ■;
favour of the U-Boat and against the; aircft^^
Should he crack straight in, or should he try ^4'

This problem is one of the use of the sun versus fox the U-Boat watch that they have not
overhead surprise. Which periscope is the U-Boat seen, and if so how should it be done ?
l^ely to be using, and what are their respective j^ese are but few of the dozens of probl^
hmitatiohs which confront a pilot. He can never khow

Either way—what should the pilot do to have answers to all of them, but if he at least kiio'^
a reasonable chance of* attacking before the the answer to some of them, he is well on the
U-Boat submerges ? . to a kill.

space , of time, and' from what’ bearing to the
U-Boat should he attack ? -

{^) Aircraft at 150 knots 6n. course’ 360°,
flying 500 ft. above 3jl0 cloud base
1,000 ft., sights a periscope of a U-Boat
almosd immediately below him, 20 miles
from.a convoy. Sea slight, time 1800

■  B.S.T. in November.

/
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II—OPERATIONAL FLYING

Spitsbergen
This article, the first detailed account of air the sledges of his predecessors had been laden,

operations in the Spitsbergen area, has been But aU these journeys, herculean in -their effort,
contributed by Lt.-Cdr. A. R. Glen, D.S.C., one had established merely the thinnest tracks across
of the British Liaison Officers, who took part in the vast ice-fields of the north. Then began
the majority of the flights described, as a special exploration by air, first the flight of Roald
observer. The operations are noteworthy in that Amundsen and Riiser Larsen to 88® N. where,
they combined in no small measure pioneer work forced to land, they succeeded in repairing their
and scientific exploration, long-distance fl̂ g in aircraft for a safe return to Spitsbergen. The
an almost unknown area and active operations of flights of B3n:d and Wilkins, and the later yentmres
war. One aircrew was mainly responsible through- of Amundsen and Nobile followed in quick suc-
out. Success was due to their enthusiasm and high cession. Promise was fair that the nature of the
standard of team work, and, as all concerned sea-ice and of its drift was now to be studied in

agree, to the fine leadership of their captain, detail, but interest lagged once the sensation value
Flight-Lieutenant Healy, D.S.O. (referred to as of the flight had been capitalised by the press, and
H. in this narrative). Their work was almost the lean years of the 1930’s were no encouragement

completed : one flight remained. The aircraft to governments which might otherwise have been
left a base in Russia for Spitsbergen but was disposed to lend financial aid. It was not until
forced to return owing to worsening weather 1937 that the U.S.S.R. estabhshed by air at the
conditions. The joiimey back was made with North Pole a research station, which in the foUow-
cloud cover until the Russian coast was almost ing months drifted southwards on its ice-floe
reached. Here there was an area of clear sky: until its personnel were taken off by ice-breaker
and here the aircraft was attacked by a Ju. half-way down the eastern coast of Greenland.
One burst of fire hit it, mortally wounding the Simultaneously, a programme of trans-polar
captain. Characteristically he continued to fight flights was carried through successfully, the only
his aircraft until the second pilot could take over, loss being that of Levanevski, whose aircraft
His loss has meant the breaking up of a fine crashed somewhere between the Pole and the
aircrew * given a tradition and north Canadian shore,
inspiration, not only to the squadron to which he
bdonged, but to Coastal Command as a whole.

Thus it was that at the outbreak of war there

was available in London only the scanti^t
k

%

nowledge of the limits and nature of ̂ e sea-ice
c* rp the sixteenth century the Polar Ocean at different seasons of the year. The significance
^“^Srcised a pecuhar fascination on the minds of arctic weather and of its influence upon fore-
t  Commerce provided the original motive, casting for north-western Europe was better

vii merchants of London and Amsterdam understood. High latitude report^ however,
^ paeer to discover a safer passage to the depended upon only a few stations, the nmjonty

the Indies. Tiny ships forced their way of which were situated in northern Scandmavia
tich^ oi northern seas, finding a new wealth and the Russian islands, with others m East

^oTp catching in the Spitsbergen bays, but Greenland, Jan Mayen, Spitsbergen ^d Bear
all their attempts to penetrate the Island. The occupation of Norway by the enemy

'^ irvp barrier of the pack ice. None the less, the meant the loss to the United Nations of the most
steel-nl^ ice-free Polar Sea persisted, perhaps vital of the northern European reports, and the
legend 01 occupation of Denmark brought about the tern-

f

in

ostered y secrecy of their own new hunting porary loss of those from E^t Gree^^d. The
mamt^ number of personnel in Spitsbergen and Bear Island were
grounds. declined in the early 1700’s, only evacuated by an AUied force m the summer of
?^^®®lXed at the end of the century by the start 1941. Accordingly, du^g the i^ter of 1941-

and most romantic era—the initiation 1942 there were no high latitude observations
°^?lLplooment of polar exploration by the Royal regularly available to? the Alhes, a lack which

^ .900 the major outlines of the polar became increasmgly pronounced with the growmg

1  were known, the remaining details being importance of the north Russian convoy route.
^Pdin during the subsequent years by the l^ge Attempts to meet this need were at first
^^ber of expeditions, British, Russian, Norwe- spasmodic. Sea-ice reconnaissances began to be

Canadian and American, which were carrying flown by Coastal Command, firet over the Denmark
intensive research. Strait, then steadily extending the range, until

Polar Ocean, however, remained largely in April 1942, B/210 carried out a particularly
vnown. Peary first succeeded in conquering fine flight from Shetland to Bear Isl^d. Icing

S^terrible route over the moving sea-ice, heaped conditions were especi^y interesting on this
We into tumbled pressure ridges perhaps 30 or flight, severe glazed icihg^bemg ®5®o^tered at
an ft in height, and broken there by leads of open temperatures between —30 and — F. Heavy
^ter as much as 10 miles in width. Nansen drove icing at an even lower temperature range was

Fram to past 85° N., then fought his way experienced during a similar flight in April, and
o«nther few miles northwards until the never- it would appear that low temperature icing,
^ding obstacles forced him to return to Franz caused by super-cooled water droplets, is a danger
Tosef Land, or rather as it is now most rightly to be seriously reckoned with m high-latitude
named Friiltjof Nansen Land. Stefansson jour- flying during tjie early spnng. Valuable as were
neved in the Beaufort Sea. living by his hunting the results from these first &ghts, no scientific
S unhampered by the heavy weights with which method of reporting either the type of sea-ice or

The
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its limits had yet been evolved, and it was not neither there nor in Advent Valley (Adventddle)
until May that this wa^ Iseg^, by the fii$t of the was ther^ any trace 'of enemy activity. _
remarkable series of flights byTP/210 (captained
by H.). Chart 2 shows the area flown over. „

At 1947 course was finally set for base. It

4;^^med likely that the increasing variation would
By the spring of 1942 a meteorological station ’ equalize the decreasing drift as the wind veered

had been established by the Allies on Jan Mayen, to head. The captain therefore decided td fly
● but there was still urgent need of reports from above the clouds hoping that star fixes would be
Spitsbergen. To provide these dnd to prevent obtained. All went well until after midnight,
the strategic points on the island from falling a good check on the track having been made
into enemy hands, an Allied force was fitted out from Pollux at 2315. At 0055, however,- the
in March. Air reconnaissance of Spitsbergen was aircraft was caught in a violent snowstorm, arid
a pre-requisite and Coastal Command were asked with a temperature of 3° F. medium icing took
to arrange this for the beginning of April. No place. From then imtil within 150 miles from
high-latrtudeflyinghadpreviously been attempted base, the aircraft flew blind and deaf, M/F failing
at such an early season and it was realized that to make contact until well past 64° N. Xhe
severe weather might be encountered.. J/240 operators worked frantically,-'only interrupting
was detached for this sortie, and was; flown to their transmissions every 20 minutes or so Wheh
Sullom^Voe wheriR -final -preparations were made, the Special. Equipment would be turned on> to
the boat being a Mark I Catalina of normal long- ensure: against being blown into the Norwegian,
range t3q)e, fitted with short range Special Equip- mountains. As the time passed, the starboardl '
ment, and the navigational instruments including engine, missed a beat or two, but picked up
h.D.R. compass. ' ' - and resumed its steady drone. At *0500

■tftfe, flight WS.S started dn 4fh April, the boat S S tSite on'the° T
bemg ^ttome_at 05^ ^ter a showed that the Srcraft was some 70 nfiW
taVe-o# ca^ed by the heavy Patrol oad^0 ^ bearings were taken fmm ^
g^ons) md the addition of two special observers. Muckle^

was sighted. Nine minutes later the '
™  bemg.eo°d with ,vas over the coast, being waterborne °

vtobflity except ih the ram and snow stems covering some 2,500 miles i *
which were met every few mues. Past /u 45 minutes
towever, ^g,™^ beaVy stoto-^ulus above indicated that there was no iwas encountered, the aircraft reachmg clear air , r
Phly after a climb of ovet 5,000 feet, during which ^
medium to heavv icing at low temperature wUs -Harbour or in invent i^iora, although of
caus^ sLe ̂ eStv to both Ingines. For a smaU party might have remained undeW^«

being fliSiT ab^tUke r leaf. At 1733 the
coast Was picked up by Special Equipment, and long-range Cat^a .should be ^detached fo?^^‘
at 17.50' the aircraft w^ over the high mountams whole prograninie of high latitude fiymg, u
between Horn Sound arid South Cape,^but the ^ f +1. 4. ^
thick clouds and flurries of snow formed an im- The boat allocated was at that time underr, .
:^neflable blanket below. Course north-west Was extensive reconstruction at Greenock,
aecor<flngly set so that an attempt could be made ^sential that ^e^ reconnaissance be comni -^
to find a break in the cloud and descend to some beforeSth May, but continuous delays at
SO or 100 feet above the sea, but after a few miles seemed destmed to delay the sortie indefiiS?^,’^

■ai general break up of the cloud took plabe. the final blow falling when the boat failed
Below lay the snow-clad jagged peaks of Spits- its acceptance air test. A hectic five
bargen at their fool^ a'jet black sea across en«3ued until late that same evening it was ^
which straight and paraUel lines of dirty white that N/210, then at Greenock, should be use^^
showed the ice-floes streamed seawards by the H. for^this one sortie after which a new k
violence of the wind. To the north was a more would be made available.
Mendly scene, the black and wljte shades n/210 finally took off from SuUom V
yielding place to gold and blue as the low sun 15QQ the meteorological fo> ^
tmachjBd the snow slopes. being unfavourable and giving only the faiS^^t

As iee Fiord was approached the wind fell to hope of the Spitsbergen coast being open. ^
some 40 -kaofs cloud decreasing tmtil visibility gallons of petrol and two special observers
north and west was of the order of 100 miles, again carried, the aircraft on this occasion
Cape Linne was passed and then the mouth of being fitted with a small sledge, a tent and
Green Harbour, with the desolate Barentsburg hke 200 lb. of food so that the observers could^b
a%lacksGaracross thfebluehillside(PlatelO). To landed on the west coast of Spitsbergen
the east the flat-stopped hills around Advent Fiord as an advanced spottmg post for the main
looked exactly like^ant Christmas cakes, their which would arrive later by ship. Once
sugar icing tops prodded by the finger of some the flighty was uneventful until 70° N.,

.^eedy Ghfld (Hates 4. 6, 7). Below lay Long- visibility fell to some two miles. A heighl^®^
yearby. the oMNorweman settlement ^parently -aroiind 500 feet w^ maintained, and p? '
lifelesJ and without ̂ gn of track 0^ smoke continued good untd near Be^
im show on Advent Fiord lay unbroken, and ten miles to the south-west of which , the
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first inlet. Visibility then fell rapidly, in patches were still covered. The two ships of the Allied
being as little as 200 yards and nowhere exceeding force had just begun icd-breaking in Green:
one mile in the Bear Island Channel, which was Harbour, when about 0700 on the 14th May .(the
filled with thickly packed drift-ice. At South sound of aircraft was heard. A few minutes later
Cape there was a momentary clearing, but the a Ju.88 passed over Cape Linne, but appeared tor
foig soon closed down again. The only chance take no notice of the ships and proceeded without
was to fly at a few feet from the water, relying altering course to Advent Fiord. Ice-breaking
on the Special Equipment to give warning of was continued with maximum power, but against
land ahead and so obviate some of the danger a thickness of 2\ to. 4 feet progress was slow, and
caused by the absence of a D.R. compass in an by 2100 an advance of only two miles had been
area where the action of the magnetic compass made. Then aircraff were again heard.. Four
was somewhat slow. Visibility deteriorated still FW.200's, flying very fast and low, were sighted
further, however, and it finally became evident coming down the fiord, the low sim behind them
that there was no alternative but to return to makmg conditions for attack perfect. Oerlikpn

fire was opened, but near misses did damage in.
The return flight enabled one of the most the first and second runs while in the third r^

interesting of aU the sea-ice reconnaissances to be one ship received a direct hit and sank almost
made. A course from near Horn Sound to Jan immediately. The F.W.’s then turned their
Mayen was followed, exceptionally heavy, polar attention to the remaiimg ship, which was soon
ice with unbroken fields as great as 50 miles in burning furiously, after which they concentrated
extent being met. At Jan Mayen the weather their attack against the survivors, some 40 of

ideal, the great volcanic mass of Beerenberg, whom were huddling behind the tiny hummocks
with the crevasse-tom glaciers clinging to its which offered the only shelter on the otherwise
lava slopes, dominating the scene and turning level bay ice.' Despite a perfect target the enemy
to insignificance the pimple-like hillocks which shooting, both witb cannon and machine-gun,
make the central part of the island so like the was gratifyingly poor, though the effects of
surface of the moon. The island was everywhere bombing were more embarrassing, the 2^-kilo
surrounded by ice, tightly packed to the west but bombs first bormcing on the ice to a height of
looser to the east where the Umits swung into a 50 or 60 ft., penetrating on second impact and
great curve to the south-west, looking for all the exploding immediately under the surface, so that
world like the scum of sour milk on tea. To the one was constantly being shot sk5rwards on a small
south, however, fog was again encountered, platform of ice, rather like the jumping devil in a
persisting to the Iceland, coast, where steady rain pantomime.
Hpcreased visibility to a minimum: There was , x v
Htfle or no difficulty in making a landfall, thanks mamtammg the atta^ for about 45

*  +L high quahty of S.’s navigation, but to find mmutes, the aircraft departed. The moment they
intranet to Akureyri Fiord was more tricky, disappeared round Cape Linne men seemed to

T?nr nearly two hours the aircraft cruised outside, P°P ̂  P ever^here around the ships, and it was
fî Lrv making an entrance at a height of only that durmg the machine-gun ̂ d cannon

feet above the sea. At 1410 the aircraft ● attack only two out of over ̂  ha.d been hit,
waterborne, and half an hour later the crew although of course there had been f^ly heaw
sitting down to a gigantic meal in ’the ^sualties as a result of the sin^g of the ships.

S ^pcriari Air Force Mess Everything had been lost, food and arms and

^“airforce was due to leave^kure}^ by “ “"T ‘***^““1

j-rt await the result ol another reconnaissance i. m* x-l. i. i x x ^
so as to aw^ +!..« „ Z boiling on the hob. Medical stores too were found,

°“*eed acrordiil^ to pltn with the hope that

*a^oC: reconn™ :

re^l“PrcaptaKpeIto^^^^^^^ paddedj^kius.

-  s^TaT
^*£7 Fiord- Cape Linne^and ̂ Barentsbu^

still to he deserted, but on enterinf J^apped arround then stalw^t wearers as camou-
were ^ . hillside were siehted th® appearance of a thug-hke collection

^llte 5 top), i few mZ?^er -iis^edited itob sheiks, While footwear varied
S r^tag on the ice towards an He. Ill from huge fdt boots to womens-evening shoes,
standing on a landing ground near the head pf Despite bombing and ,raaclune-gun attacks
the bay. P- went straight in to attack, first firing which were continued daily by the enemy against
some 1,200 rounds into the aircraft and then Barentsburg, morale remaMed high, smd there
turning his attention to the men who by this time was unanimous confidbnee that Coastal' Command
were vainly trying to bury themselves in the would fly another recoimaissance within ten days
snow. After this most successful reconnaissance or a fortnight, that being the delay to be expected
N/2l0 returned to Sullom Voe, and the inteUi^nce as the time required for an Absence of W/T reports
WSis passed to London for outward transmission to cause anxiety. The essential was therefore to
to the ships. Unfortunately, it was never picked establish a station on the route certain to be
up, and the force arrived in Ice Fiord on the followed by the reconnaissance, and yet at the ●
13th May oblivious of the presence of the eneiny. same, time capable of being concealed from enemy
Although by this time the main b^in of Ice observation. After examination of various points.

Fiord was largely free from ice, the inner bays the station was finally established near the

Iceland.
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entrance to Green Harbour on 20th May, being and coal dust out of a 4-lb. tin which had burst
manned thereafter by four men (Plate 5, open on impact. The party which followed ̂ at
bottom). day prompted one of the survivors to write :

Meanwhile in England H; had collected his new “ The signal station has the great advantage that
boat P/210, a Mark IB Catalina, fitted with long two yards away there is a friendly c^-^e,
range tanks and long range Special Equipment, festooned with icicles, and formmg a perfect air»
The aircraft was equipped with three magnetic raid shelter. Inside the house is a corlong great
compasses and two specially selected Directional dynamo with a ventdator shaft which gives
Gyros, At the same time S. had been coUecting armoured protection. It s a bit chilly, but we ve
data on polar navigation, and by the 20th May built bunks, the Catalina has dropped cigarettes,
aU was ready for the programme of polar flights, lashings of jam and chocolate ; we have our roast
By this time however, the W/T sUence from pork from the pigs killed by the Canadians last
Spitsbergen was causing anxiety and on the 25th year, we eat sticky Russian sweets all day, and
SuUom Voe were ordered to fly a reconnaissance, in fact .could the Ritz m wartime offer more ? ”
'This Was to be H.’s second flight to Spitsbergen g^^ie lasted 24 hours, 40 minutes, P/210
and the first of his remarkable record of four acain waterborne at SuUom Voe at 1710
spAes, entailing a total distance of over 10,000 May. At 2330 on 31st May the third
miles and of 93^ air hours in 11 days, for which .^^as started, the load this time consisting

he was awarded the D.S.O. mainly of arms and ammunition while the flight
_ On the 25th May P/210 became airborne at ^ad the additional purpose of landing in order to
S^om Voe at 1138, arriving off Cape Linne at embark the six wounded for^ return to Shetland.
w35 after a flight which was almost entirely jceing fog was met about 71° N., growing thicker
toough fog and low cloud. The aircraft passed towards the north until at 73° 40' further progress
^pe Linne at about 400 ft. and proceeded up became impossible. Course was therefore set
the middle of Ice Fiord to Advent Fiord where jQf base and the aircraft was waterborne at 1705
the wreckage of the He. Ill shot up by P. on on 1st Jime. Weather conditions prevented
Jlth May, lay in the middle of the bay ice another attempt until 6th June, when P/210 was
(Plate- 5, middle). In Longyearby, tracks were airborne at 0721 ^d arrived at Cape Linne
seen around the houses, but no personnel were g.t 1723. Once again much low cloud and fo»

course was set to the entrance to encountered on the outward route, perhans
the Ice Fiord. In the meantime, the aircraft had fortunately, as an He. 177 attempted an attack
been observed by the survivors, concealed in which was evaded in cloud cover. In Green
me entrance to their coal-mine, but without Harbour landing conditions were only fair, with
bmoculars it was impossible to identify her with many ●^rna^^ floes and a multitude of brash, but
reasonable certainty. As she returned out of Ice h. chose a perfect track, the aircraft being water
Piord, however, there was no doubt, the wing tip borne at 1832- With the utmost care he thf»«
noaf? and the blisters were sure evidence. Im- proceeded to bring her inslmre, weaving his wa?
mediately the Aldis was brought into use, and a between the ice-floes until they became so tighti ■ i
iw seconds later an answering flash from the packed that it was necessary to shove them aua^ I

showed that contact had been made ^ ̂rboat-hook (Plate 6 top). At ^ I
.bottom)' A message passed and at the-boat was anchored some 400 yards from txT

0145 P/210 left Green Harbour, arriving back at gbore and the dinghy launched, H. and Sergt
^om at 1427 on 26th May after a flight of paddHng  a somewhat erratic course ashoil
27 hours 10 mmutes. fpiate 6, middle). Meanwhile, the wounded weS
T3/Si« sortie, being brought off m a skiff, and within thrS
P/210 being airborne at 1630, this time carrying quarters of ● an Jtmr had been comfortabl,.
wght kitbags and four parachute bags filled with installed. At 1945 H. returned to his boat
food, cigarettes and tobacco, blankets, clothing bv 2010 P/210 was airborne, to be back at Sufro^
^d medical supplies. On the following morning Voe ten hours later, a total flight of 23 hours. ^
me enemy reconnaissance (a Ju.88) left Ice x ., 0 fourth sortie wac ^ ^
Fiord about 0520, and P/210 ^ved only ten l^th Jime ^  to^Akur^vri^tl®
mmutes later, both aircraft having been heard and on 26th June a fifth ^
^the same time at the survivors^ signal station. Ajght 25 hour^.^^^^^^ the course of
^ere was thick fog outside Ice Fiord and 10/10 of  V f „r> on the ground (Plate ^
sfratus at 800 f

*
V _x the STOUnH fPla+o Q\ O a

eet inside, however, so the chance J"- 88 wgs shot up shortlv afterJ^®*^®
of an interception was small. This time there were no bergen was stronelv
was no delay in the recognition, and after passing the force m Spit S placed in a
several signals by Aldis to amplify the somewhat ®^^^*xPJther supdIv flights
scanty information given in the first sortie, H. of defence. i^bv^/210 (S ^ on
cmed out a series of rims at low height across however, on 7th J V Y I ( -L n 26th J^^y
the signal station to drop his load. by P/210 (H-), and on 29th September

T
y

he fuU glory of the scene that followed could A/210 (D.). a- ux
jot be properly appreciated from the air. In the course of all these flights sea-ice recon^.
thirty, bearded rufl&ans darted out on skis to naissance had been ma<m, and increasingly accurate
seize half-buried kitbags, tearing them open and methods of reporting had been steamly evolvefl.
thrusting mixtures of chocolate and boracic It might therefore be appropriate to ^ve a genetai
powder into their mouths with one hand while description of the rnechanics 01 this ice as a back.,
wth the other they pulled off their tattered bed ground against which the value of the flights can
sheets to parade back in the full glamour of an be assessed. The polar ioe
Irvin suit. Perhaps the best of all was the sight first forms off north bibenan coast, mainly
of a most respectable colonel of the Royal Corps east of Cape Chelyuskin, whence it is drifted

Sigucus sixrmg on a coal-heap oblivious to aU northwards and westwards by the winds and
else as he devoured large spoonrful of apricot jam currents. For this transpolar journey the ice

nuLxxo, and on 26th June a fifth aortic
50 minutes, m the course of whirK



Plate 4

Spitsbergen (210 Squadron) : Longyearby, 12th and 25th May.
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Spitsbergen (210 Squadron) : (Top) Tracks of Heinkel in snow, and shadow of Catalina,
Advent Fiord, 12th May.

(Middle) He.lll wrecked on bay ice. Advent Fiord, 25th May.

(Bottom) Survivors waving from hut, Advent Fiord, 25th May.



Plate 6

Spitsbergen (SIO Squadron) : (Top) Fending drift ice off the Catalina at anchor in Advent
Fiord. 6th June.

(Middle) Captain of aircraft going ashore. Advent Fiord, 6th June.

(Bottom) Jetties and boats. Longyearby, 27th June.
(C-»71S3) IJ
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Plate 7

Spitsbei'Ren (010 Squadron) : Longyeavby, 37th June.
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ttiay require two to three years before it approaches a high-latitude test of navigational instruments
the Atlantic side, where it divides into three and a reconnaissance of the sea-ice in the Polar
main branches, one drifting into north Barents Ocean. Comprehensive preparations for this
Sea by the channel between North East Land flight had been made with a number of authorities,
and Fridhtjof Nansen Land, the second into the including the Astronomer Royal, the Admiralty
Greenland Sea and later the North Atlantic, and Compos Observatory, the Naval Hydrographical
the third continuing westward around north Department, the Laboratories at Famborough,
Greenland to emerge southwards either through the Royal Geographical Society and others.
Kane Basin and Smith Sound, or into the Beaufort
Sea. A long series of delays,' unavoidable in theih-

^  selves, put back the start of the flight from May,
It IS the se^ice in the Barents and Greenland as had first been intended, to late Au^st, and

Seas which anects the convoy route to North it was realised that weather unfavourable to the
Russia. In this area the cold current from navigational test was likely to be met. Forecasts
Fridhtjof Nans^ Land sets south-westerly, continued unfavourable, and other operational
continuing past Hope Island and Bear Island and requirements made it impossible to delay the
also trending around South Cape up the west start beyoiid 22nd August. Early morning
Spitsbergen coast. This current causes much departure was most desirable, if not essential,
drift-ice to be earned between February, and June but at 0600 on that day visibflity was 500 yards
from tl^ north Barents Sea south-westwards and a stiff breeze would have made take-off, in
around Be^ Island and m a narrow belt up the the steep sea then running, hazardous for such a
west Spitsbergen coast. An extension of the heavily laden boat. By mid-day, however, local
North Atlantic drift also-plays a role in this area.jNortn ^ «iA^o-piays a role in this area, conditions had improved, and it was decided to
dividing near 70 N and 10 E. to send one branch make the attempt, P/210 being finally airborne at
northwards along the same meridian and a second ^325 r  '
north-eastwards between Bear Island and North

Cape. Thus it is that to the west of Spitsbergen   ^
the zone immediately west of the 100-fathom lending hope that the Pole might be reached,
line is usuaUy ice free throughout the year, in Some few miles farther, however, dense fog began
the spring forming an open bay between the to rbU in from the east, the ice-cap wind being
Greenland ice-stream^ to the west and the narrow apparently too Weak to keep it away from the

Near 78° N. the coast itself was enveloped

Conditions as far as 77° N. were ideal,
visibility being at its maximum, and consumption
the best yet experienced on any of the sorties.

Spitsbergen coastal belt to the east. Similarly, coast. Near 78° N. the coast itself was enveloped,
the Seas immediately north of the Murman coast ● and heavy strato-cumulus was piling up above so
remain open throughout the year. that when at a height of 7,000 ft. at 79° N.
In studying these sea-ice conditions it is impor- clearance overhead could be seen,

tant that « much ̂  reported not only xo attain the object of the flight it was essential
of the toits of the K^e but of the density and type (o) to set course from an established landfall in
well inside those limits, so that the effect of wmd
and current in the subsequent days and weeks
can be assessed. To meet these requirements
the following simple coding method was used

Code Letter.

no

north-east Greenland ; (&) to check the magnetic
variation by astro-compass at that position, and
(c) to be able to check the true course by sun
observations after setting course from that posi
tion. Weather conations at 80° N. made itTyP^ of loe.
certain that these essentials could not be ful
filled and there was nothing for it but to set course
for base. A few minutes after turning there
a cough from the starboard engine, repeated ten
minutes later and then more frequently. H.
switched to auto-rich, throttling back, but the
trouble continued and the aircraft was flown

■v^ually on one engine. The most likely explana
tion seemed to be water in the carburettor, and
there was thus no logical reason why the port
engine should not develop similar trouble. To
put down as soon as possible therefore appeared
essential, and course was set for Scoresby Sound,
where it was hoped there would be open water, a.
more friendly landing than the ice-bound coast

was

pack Ice
Drift Ice
Brash Ice
Bay Ice
Icebergs

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Drift ice (b) had the following sub-code to indicate
the average size of floes

Size of Floe.
Up to 20 ft. ..
20-200 ft.
200-600 ft. ..
600 ft.-l mile
Above 1 mile

Reports included an indication of the amount in
tenths of tfle sea covered, as well as a figure for farther north. Local midnight, however, brought
visibility. ^ creeping in from the sea, above which

Tn addition to the sea-ice reconnaissances' electric blue glaciers with their jet-black
^ed out in the bourse of the Spitsbergen skeleton peaks l(»med threateningly to the west,
^ies which in themselves fingUy covered the Scoresby Sound was reached, landing was
CTeater part of both the Barents Sea and the out of the question, so cQmre was set forAkureyri.
Greenland Sea at regular intervals between ^ miles farthCT on. wtach was reached without
March and September, two special recpnnaissances difficulty or incident. It was only later that it
were also made by P/210 (H.). The first, on found that the trouble owed its origin to the
»ith Tune, covered the Greenland coast between nme previous sorties, on which the
Scoresbv Sound and Angmagsalik. benefiting mixture settogs, m order to conserve fuel, had
^  ̂ ● sibility been excessively lean, thus scorching down the

valveheads of both engines.

Code Number.
1
2
3
4
5

from perfect weather with maximum
along the coast itself. The second was more
ambitious, and had as its object a return flight Some time elapsed before H. undertook his
from Akureyri to as near the North Pole as next Spitsbergen sortie, this time in S/210
possible, the purpose being the combined one of During the middle of September he had been

VI
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(2) a P.9 specially balanced for latitude
68° N.,

(3) a P.4 specially balanced for latitude
80° N.

operating with his squadron from north Russia,
making several long sorties in the eastern Barents
Sea and in the vicinity of Novaya Zemlya. On
25th September he left north Russia for Spits-

berge^ but bad weather at Bear Island forced ̂ e flights the D.R. compass broke down
_ appro^hmg Kildm g^g return journey was made

ca^e up speed" thm°'N although tH
stren^h of“horizonM force of the earth’s mag!enabhng the enemy aircraft to pass ahead un- ^ o+  M PQ rwi\

s!isissi: -.s £,'s ●£ =
?● S ...r ,™,5E “.“5S.Vsa

S to a irond!,t!S\“t course on the P.9 compass alone. The P.4 served
' caused it to brpak^^ff as a double check, but even in high latitudes wascaused it to break off action, and J. .landed the  ^ ,  k^ fnr n«;p on if<; own ti.-

suSeSf^“o?S “o S^tS.e?|en° ‘S*^togetter The <Mt recorder was used i^rrfer^ce to tire
a total of 14 high latitude sorties. In aU hut the Course Setting Bomb Sight on all flights. It was
September flights he had the same crew, S. andM. «ound to be a vey re^ improvement, and al^
being respectively navigator and second pilot, preferable to the Tad Dnft Sight because,of its
The flights in their scale and consistency constitute position. Long Special quipnient was
a record in high latitude flying unequaUed by any earned on aU flights by P/210 and proved myalu-
nation and surpassing all previous attempts, able. It was particularly useful in m^ng blind
They were made possible by H.’s ability and landfalls in fog, and in giving warning of the
determination, greatly aided by his quality of presence of icebergs,
winning the utmost loyalty and respect from all Straightforward D.R. was used, checks being
With whom he came in contact. So much the made by sun sights and W/T bearings. ^On the
^ore tragic Was his loss on what was to have been greater part of the routes, however, much cloud
his last operational flight, a loss not only of an. was encountered, the normal cover being lO/l’O st
outstanding captain of aircraft but of an excep- or st. cu. at 1,000 ft. As a rule a height bel
tibnal and most lovable character. 1,000 ft. was maintained, frequently 400 ft. and
Peri^nuance of aircraft ■ ^ ^void

beS W sSns'^-d
aspects bnefly some of the tectoical Plotting sheets were used up to 71 ° 30^

gnt^ergep, is about 1,200 miles, a range within employed,
the .compass of the normal long-range, Catalina A detailed report on the high latitude navi»a
provided no excessive head-winds are met. The tion is being prepared by S., the navigat.or.
.^I^ts were undertaken with a full petrol load
(1,800 gallons) and in addition pay loads varying Weafiier
from 200 to 1,000 lb. With the heavier loads the From May until early September winds of .
^e-ofEs with light winds (10-15 knots) were to moderate force should be expected, exceptional ^
from 60 to 80 seconds, and in the initial stages powerful winds only being met in the Spitsbergf»^
the aircraft was- somewhat unstable in flight. area between mid-September and the end of Ai^?

An airspeed of 102 knots, T.A.S., was found to a high degree of cloudiness is usual over the great *
be the optimum cruising speed for P/210, and re- part of the route, and during the summer mont^
quired an average fuel consmnption of .54 gallons there is a preponderance of fog between B ^
per hour. The fully laden consumption was Island and South Cape, continuing as a bant
nonn^y 63 gallons per hour, and the lowest northward along the west coast of Spitsbergen^
r^opded consumptiqn with settings of 28^ in. far as Bell Sound. The entrance to Ice Fiord *

●qq 'V 1.400 r.p.m. (auto lean) was normally open, however, and there is a stron^
38 gallons per hour. The mixture settings required tendency for a clear zone to be found to the
to give this consumption, however, fin^y proved and north.
e^fcessively lean, causing severe scorching of the Qne point of exceptional interest would s6a
OD^SSff' mcluded to be the medium to heavy icing encounteSS

high boost Md T-P.m between temperature of -^0° and -40" F. at Wh
a  latitudes during April, probably iUustratiVe o,

Stbour .n”® take-off w^ made in Green generally dangerous conditions below the norniS
mXaTa r *' “h>g danger range in these latitudes in spS*

tir^r^S/^asSlio-rS—! , Signifl^t a^ w^ th^tenden^ for f^

.  X, gaiions of fuel. of tbis is worth recording. The aircraft pas£d
Wavigat«Hw;l over the ice edge at a height of 50 ft., the air

P/210 was fitted with three magnetic compasses temperature falling from 34° F. when over water
and two specially selected Directional Gyro. The to 30° F. when over ice, light sleety precipitation
magnetic compasses were ● taking place. Immediately on passing the edge

0) a D.R. compass,, ^Le foghecame so dense that it was impossible to
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Plate 8

\

Spitsbergen (210 Squadi’on) : Landing ground with Ju.88, Adventdale, 27th June.
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(Top) Spitsbergen : Bell Sound, 27th June (210 Squadron).

(Bottom) The Alps (P.R.TJ.).
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se&.the ice 50 ft. below, and glazed ice began to perhaps most pronounced after the foiir sorties
form, very rapidly on all parts of the aircraft flown in late May and early June,

except the iuselage. The airscrew de-icers and in offsetting fatigue and strain, good food and
the carburetter heater were turned full on. In continuous hot drinks, particularly of Bovril,'
nme minutes all protruding parts were covered Ovaltine and sweet tea, played a most important ●
wi& inches of glazed ice. The boost fell role. Cooking was allowed only after the fuselage'
quickly and with fuU throttle, it was. possible to .  tanks had been emptied ' and the vents i well;
maintain only 33 in. (Hg.). With this setting and blown, normally seven hours after take off. ‘For
high np.m. the maximum air speed was 80 knots, that period thermos containers were used and cold

meals served, but later eggs and babon, steak and
potatoes and stews were cooked. Rations were

It was impossible for the captain, second pilot, §90^ and the cook provided meals of consistently
navigator to obtain any rest during the flights, high quality,

while of the remainder of the crew one at a time Most important of all, however, was the high
\yras able to lie down for a short period. In view morale of the crew, each member of which showed
of the length of sortie and the frequent occurrence the greatest personal enthusiasm for the success of
of bad weather, this entailed a very great strain on' the flights. This -was largely due to the insj^ired
all members of the 'crew and particularly on the leadership of the captains of ̂ e aircraft concerned,
captain and second pilot. The effects of this were and reflected the greatest credit on 210 Squadron.

Personnel

or

A Round Trip

Th^ foliowng account of a Photographic Recpn- them in brilliant smishine. They were a breath-
naissance flight to Malta via Venice, and back via taking sight and we took a good run with the
Gibraltar, is pubhshed, not only as an extremely oblique camera to ensure it would not be wasted-
interesting account of a trip of some difficulty,, on us alone.' {See Plates 9 and 10 and other
but also as a reminder of what Can be achieved magnificent photographs reproduced in Evidence
bv intelligent navigation, even m the cramped No. 2, pp. 72, 73.)

cockpit of a Mosquito ^ The stop, clearly iUus^ been flying over two hours and
trates the effect of good team-work, as well as the approaching our t^et in good visibflity,.

and hm.tat.ons of map-readmg. ^ Uttle south of track. At 1145 we sighted
At first sight it may appear surprising that the Venice and prepared for photography. We did

Maltese islands, 25 miles wide altogether, could be two funs over the city, harbour and aerodroffie,
missed after only twelve minutes’ flying in a pajdng particular attention to the industrial area
v^ibility fi''^® miles. The aircraft left Sicily for of Marghera. From 22,000 feet we coiild clesu-ly
^st time flying at 24,500 ft,, and it was not see  alarge battleship and a many-decked passenger

while descending through the clouds to liner. At this height we were now encountering*
'^Mooint the position, especially in a fighter area, thin altostiratus cloud and came down imdef this

Mosquito then lost height rapidly—^nearly as we headed north-east along the coast towards
90 000 ft* ̂  miles, so that its ground speed the aerodrome and shipbuilding yards at Mon-;

tuated and there was no means of discovering falcone. This area was concentrated along the
^^what extent. In the circumstances, the E.T.A. narrow niouth of the river Isonzo, so we covered

Id only be a rough approximation. Besides, it in one run at 17,500 feet with all the vertical
error in the bearing would involve wrong cameras on (as we had at Venice). This fun

^^urenient of the coast to coast track. AH this, headed US directiy towards Trieste, our third and
*“®^vated no doubt by minor deviations of the most important target, which we covered in two
^ t>ass course while travelling at six rqiles a funs at 18,000 feet. Quite a number of large
^*ute could bring the crew past the islands, naval vessels coiild be seen in the main harbouf
**^out seeing them and without immediate airea and w-e concentrated on these as being of
^^ation of the fact. If anyone should be first priority. These two runs included the
r^^nted under such circumstances to fly without shipyards at Muggia, where, however, Uttle
^®*^ant reference to a compass course, to a stop- activity was to be seen-.—probably beca.use it was

toh and to a time-scale on the map, he should ttie lunch hour ! I wondered if we had caused an
rt on the consequences of overshooting a air-raid alarm and rather hoped we had.

^ ^ target with only a Umited supply of petrol.

value

the

Our next target was Fiume, and this presented
a f ivr ifa little difficulty as it lay on a straight stretch of

Qiltiwatd Bountt to ixiaita coast running ahnost due east and west along
took off in fog at 0915 hours. It was the Gulf of Quamero. The northernmost Dal-

ound fog only and we were soon elmabing matian islands were Clearly visible and the weather
above it in clear sunshine. We set was stiU good for photography. We did a second

rnursc directly for Venice, our first target, and run over this target at 20,000 feet as it was
levelled off at 24,000 feet just after crossing the track to our next target, Pola, a small port
French coast north of Cayeux. Ground mist the southern tip of the Istrian Peninsula. This
and low cumulus cloud made ffiap-reading target required only one nm, at 18,000 feet again-
birpdssible, so we flew on a compass course, as the cloud was coming lower. From Pola
wSohing for breaks in the clpud to check our set course for Rome, our final (though \mofficial')'
track At about 1000 hours we foimd we were target. We kept in fahly thin altostratus cloud
south of track and altered course accordingly, at 20,000 feet, made a good landfall after the
The low cloud was now dispersing, and map- short crossing of the Affidatic Sea and flying over
reading became easy. About the MuUiouse area rain clouds across the Apennine Chain picked up
the Alps became visible and we flew on towards the river Tiber without much difficulty. This

till

on
on

we

(C47158) c4
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to Gibraltar. After an hour’s steady climbingcloud cleared as we approached the target and,
clearly showing amid the modern and well-planned we saw the coastline ahead through about 5/10
streets of this ancient city, we saw the Coliseum, cumulus cloud and levelled off at 22,000 feet
Keeping this well in the centre of my sights, we for our run in. We were nearly on tradk but
did a long run over the target to cover the altered course slightly for our first objective,
marshalling yards, aerodrome and city. A flat There was plenty of scattered cumulus (or gremlin)
turn' to port brought us over a large industrial cloud about, and we hotly debated whether we
and factory site which we covered in one run, all should get anything or not. But it was not to
at 22,000 feet. Almost bn track we could see the be. We made three rrnis over our first target
small port of Anzio ahead, so covered this on all with all cameras on, but persistent cloud gremhns
three vertical cameras in one short run. Our foiled all our efforts. So we set course for-our
final course was now set for Malta, a distance of second target area to find the same conditions,
420 miles, with Sicily to cross from north to south, though we attempted one run without success.
We left the Italian coast af 1335 at 23,000 feet. We carried on to the third area but as doud was
in good visibility with little cloud cover but also now 9/10 we had no alternative but to turn back
little fear of being intercepted after the imeventful for Malta and try again the next day. So at
way we had been received thus far by the Italians. 0945 we turned on to an easterly course still at

Cloud now began to thicken and visibiUty 22,000 feet and made for Malta. As they were
distance decreased with every mSe further south, not expecting us back we sent off a coded message
Our track was 178° True and we climbed a Httle by W/T, but getting no reply repeated it once
to 24,500 feet to increase our visibility as far as again. Still no reply l^om Malta so as we were
possible. Soon Sicily was looming up ahead with now just south of PanteUena, an enemy fighter

squadron base, we put her nose down and " went
We sighted Malta at 1100 hours
down and out.” Time 3 hours

As weMount Etna easily visible to port,
approached the northern coast we altered course 'like a dingbat,
and steered for Palermo and at 24,500 feet we and were soon

it

let all the vertical cameras run in order to use up
all the remaining film to facilitate changing „ . ̂
camera magazines at Malta. We were sUghtly via Gibraltar

15 minutes.

to starboard of track and, as we left the south to ?et ̂ over our
coast of Sicily, altered course directly for Malta, unearthly hour t y g ,
Visibility was now down to ten miles and decreas- before an expect . , . QgQQ //- ̂  ^th
ih

an

g as we lost height. We were coming down at a c ?uds. We ̂er^ mrbome at 0600 (aM T^ and
●  fairly long gliding angle and our ground, speed chmbmg almost im ^'once apain
. I c^culated to be in the region of 350 m.p.h. of the
With only 70 miles of sea to coyer we were soon targe able to
looking out for Malta in the gathering haze, make three nms was a
It was now 1430 hours and terrifically hot at at 22 000 feet before
.5,000 feet. We now sent out wireless signals but mid we did five runs » mvered it
picked up no reply apart from undecipherable satisfied we had completely . During
key diclK. On ET.A. Malta was still not in the course of these runs the rear camera “ ®rail

sight, so we tiraed to port and flew due north to jvray,"
pick up the Sicihan coast agam. We followed
this to the south-east tip of the island and then
flew on 222° Magnetic as instructed when we were

We were now at 3,000 feet and

hardly

and dis

camera

briefed.

With
any time interval between, thus giving

very large overlap. We continued to use thS
: “ : by leaving the control on and connectin'

connecting the power lead as and wl^

1' .

required. This resulted in pictures of inferiovisibility less than five miles in thigh haze. We  * ,  —
had about an hour's petrol left so were not unduly quality but nevertheless got a certain amount at
worried, except for the failure of the wireless, required detail,
We could not continue to send out signals for any are^ vnth httle trouble^and^^ Were

r

track for Gibraltar at 21length of time owing to our proximity to Sicily.
While I was busy on the Wireless the pilot had

,000 feet. The

X ««         we hud been warned about now began to'sho^
been doing some neat navigational flying and itself, so as we were well out oyer the sea we started
turning to port once more one minute after E.T.A. Jcs® height grad^y. At 1125 i^°!^l^cted
soon sighted Malta ahead and slightly to star- §jh^®-har on the W/T and sent our E.T A. m
board. We lost height, steered for Filfla Island This was aclmowledged and soon afterwards
and came in at the correct speed, height and course fjfhted the S^msh co^t Gata
as instructed. We soon spotted Luqa, the only We were to north of track and at 7,000 feet, so
aerodrome on the island with runways, and made contmued to lose height and coast crawled ** j

thickening weather till the Rock looioeri
through the mist at 1225 hours. With the clood
base at 250 feet we fired a signal cartridge

A False Start came in to land on what is reputed to be a very
After an uneventful night at Malta, we got tricky runway. But the pilot rose nobly to the

away with very little trouble next morfiing at occasion and put her down with never a bounce
0750 hours. Considering the terrific and sustained Malta to Gibraltar—5 hours 35 mmutes.
bombing all Malta’s airfields have had, the Our reception here too was amazingly efi&cient
efficiency when dealing with a strange “ bird of Within 25 minutes of touching down we were
passage ” like ourselves was amazing. We were washed and fed and on our way to be briefed
soon climbing steadily away from this grim little Actually we never left the aerodrome at all and
island in the clear morning air, but already could in 90 minutes were back in our machine, complet^y
see a fair amoimt of cloud ahead. We were briefed, loaded with letters and parcels (the
steering almost due west towards Africa where recipients of many envious looks but hearty
we had certain targets to photograph on our way good wishes), and also flying rations consisting

on
nt

a perfect landing at 1540, just 6 hours 25 minutes
after leaving base in England.

ever

^d
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(Top) Spitsbergen : Barentsburg, 27th June (210 Sanadron).

(Bottom) The Alps (P.R.U.).



Plate 11

Some errors in the article on whales

which appeared in the fourth issue of the
Review may be corrected here. On page 12,
right column, the reference to the “ Fin
whale (up to 60 ft.) ” should have read
“ Fin whale (up to 85 ft.), the Sei whale
(up to 60 ft.).” The photograph on
Plate 6 labelled " Slick ” is of a Fin whale,,
and its slick has been cut out. In the

top left-hand photograph of Plate 7, the
whale is a rorqual, not a killer, for the
dark object showing in the white patch is
not a dorsal fin, but the lower part of the
back, uncovered by the subsidence of
the splash ; the small dorsal fin shows
grey, above and near the right edge of the
white patch.

Lmi

1

(Top) pair of whales of unidentified species, about 35 ft. long (10 O.T.U.).

Enemy Shipping (2nd line). The Belgratw Class. An oblique photograph of Sperrbrcchcr .1 R was juihlished in tho
previous issue (No. 5. Plate 8, top right) ; she had several times been seen escorting convcjys off the I'risian l.sluncLs
She was again seen by 236 Squ^^dron on 23rd October, but the photograph (riglit) caused some mystification till it ̂ vas
compared with the outline of a Sperrbrecher converted from the Bclgmno type of merchant vessel of 6.000 tons (centre)'
It was then realised that she was being towed stern first and that the bows and almost all the forepart had disi
appeared—no doubt as a result of a mine. Another vessel of the type was also seen in October, an outward-lHuind
blockade runner (left) She was sighted and photographed by 461 Squadron o]t tho 2nd. Next day she was attacked
by 10 Squadron, and perhaps damaged, though not enough to prevent her continuing her journey after spending
few (lays in a nciutral port The Beigvano type vessels thus serve a number of useful purposes for the Germans.°

(3rd row) Fnemy Convoy of! Holland, 30th September (236 Squadron).
(4t!i, bottom, row) Three enemy de.stroyers, 21st October (P.K.IL).

a
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sandwiches, lemonade and grapes ! We took
off exactly two hours after landing and were
almost immediately in 10/10 of cloud. At
19,000 feet we were in and out of towering cumulus
clouds but managed to make a landfall before
turning north for home. The clouds ahead
looked extremely impromising, so we altered
course to avoid the worst patches but it was of
no avail. At this height we now ran into 10/10
cloud and iceing conditions. Ice began forming
on our leading edges and the cockpit glass in
front of the pilot, but this latter dispersed when

put the de-iceing equipment into action.
We now dropped down to 14,000 feet, but the
elotid remained unbroken and the ice refused to go.
So we climbed slowly back again to 20,000 feet,
with the port engine missing occasionally to keep

aUve to the fact that we were not home yet.
But at 1545 hours we finally came out above
10/10 cloud and began climbing a little to keep
there. The ground now came into view through
rare gaps in the cloud, but not sufficiently to

pinpoint ourselves. However at 1630 hours we
saw vaguely through this cloud layer the coastline
of north Spain, and pinpointed our position.

From this fix we set course for Portland Bill
at 22,000 feet, over 9/10 to 10/10 medimn and
low cloud. This cloud continued for some con
siderable time, but thinned out appreciably as
we approached the coast of Brittany. We crossed
this smith of Lorient on track and flew steadily on.

we

us

keeping a sharp look-out in all directions. We
could not afford to lose height too soon as the
Channel Islands were on our track, so we stayed
at height imtil we had left these behind. Cloud
was now increasing again and we were soon
nosing down through it as we approached the
English coast. We now sent out the required
W/T signals to Control as we would have to cross
it at a low height and this was not a healthy
proposition owing to the efforts of Jerry sneak-
raiders. We finally emerged through stratus
cloud at 600 feet over the sea and soon the English
coast was faintly visible ahead. We were west
of track and heading into Lyme Bay, so we
altered course approximately for base and chmbed
to 3,000 feet where we broke cloud and levelled
off. We now got in touch with our base H/F D/F
station and got an immediate reply to our request
for Q.D.M.s. We steered these, still over 10/10
low stratus cloud, meanwhile obtaining over the
W/T the barometric pressure at aerodrome level
and the height of the cloud base. With these
facts we were now able to decide that it*was safe
to descend below cloud and at the right moment
down we went and below us was base, right where
it should have been. Never was there a more/
welcome sight since our take-off from Luqa that
morning. After a magnificient shoot-up (fully
authorised) we touched down at 1835 hours,
just four hours after leaving Gibraltar, having
covered nearly4,000 miles, taken nearly a thousand
photographs—and forgotten to eat our grapes.

Ocean Landing and Take-off
of the waves, and we tried to taxi towards it. The
sea was too rough, and progress was slow, if any.
Whenever we headed the boat out of the wind the
starboard float, submerged and the outer air
screw was chewing the sea.

“ Heavy seas continually broke over us, water
pouring in through the front turret, pilots'
windows and astro hatch. One of our front
windows was cracked.

23rd September a Sunderland of 423

Sauadron, R.C.A.F., made a forced landing
12 miles west of St. Kilda, and took off again in
heavy sea. The Captain’s account should be of

value to others who may find themselves in a
imilar position. Incidentally he had had about

160 hours on Sunderlands.
“ We were recalled from convoy escort owing

.  adverse weather conditions. On leaving, the
loud base varied between 100 and 1,000 ft., with

bad visibility and low iceing-level. The wind
from N.N.E. was about 45 knots. As we flew
” utb, conditions improved ; the sea, however,

rough with a heavy swell, the wind created a

Solent cross-sea.
prior to the engine failure I was operating the

c E and on a signal from the second pilot I took
" Both the port engines had cut. At this stage

;  about 500 ft. I could not maintain

,  ight on the starboard engines. We sounded
‘bombs out ’ and the emergency signal. At
<200 ft., being almost into wind, I throttled back

glided down, at 1910 hours. Flaps were not
used? Our landing was successful, and there was

apparent damage to floats or hull.
During these few seconds of landing we prepared

to abandon the boat. Dinghy drill was completed ;
bombs rendered safe, and depth-charges jettisoned

the water. We did not have time to do this in
the air. The navigator completed his log and
checked up the dinghy preparations.
“ All the time we were on the water the radio

operator was sending out an S.O.S. and the
potion on four frequencies.
“ Just after touching down we managed to re

start the port engines.' Although darkness was fall
ing, we could see St. Kilda as we rose on the crest

On

44

over
werewe

no
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We were amazed at the punishment our Sun
derland was taking. The boat was pitching and
plunging violently—^it is Httle wonder two or
three of the crew were sick. After about half-an-
hour of this we realised that we were shipping more
water than we could pump out, and sooner or
later the boat would sink. We could get no reply
to our S.O.S., and not knowing whether it had
been picked up, we were reluctant to abandon and
take to dingWes. Launching these would have
been hazardous if not hopeless. Wt should not
have smvived long in that sea, which was
becoming more violent. We were obviously getting
no nearer to St. Kilda, and the situation was not
encouraging. At this stage I asked the crew how
they felt about my taking-off. We agreed it was
worth it.

“ The crew remained at dinghy stations. Our
first attempt was along the length of the swell.
This was unsuccessful, the wind was too strong.
I tried opening the four throttles together, but a
wave doused the inners. Finally, leaving the
outboards wide open, and following up with the
inners, we managed it. A bucking bronco had
nothing on the Smiderland in that take-off One
second we were surfing down the backside of a
sweU burying our nose in the trough, the next
we were bounced into the air. The pounding the

tt
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were Phenomenal. , The floor boards we learnt that our S.O.S. had been picked jqjtj iad
galley with was,flying around' the the Air/Sea Rescue was in full swing.”. K
to catch the Gu^ of the navigators vainly trying The main lessons to be learned from
On each bounr^ as they ricocheted on the walls, incident, in the opinion of the captain, are
^Peed, finallvLrn,^-^°^* (1) The paramount importance of efi&to^
B

.5 I ' (

eautiful smif;« k airborne about 65 knots. dinghv driU, which cannot be perfprmeal
roke o

■

ut on the faces of the. often ; in an emergency likecrew.
speedy and correct action are essential..

(2) The landing should be stalled, With thia
very high into the wind, and the

aircraft kept level; if one wing i§
down, it is liable to catch in a \^ye
and go under.

(3) When on the water, let the rnptors idle^,
and face into the wind. '

that the our boat had taken,
the hull upwards, the sides of
hows throup-h + longerons strained from the
was bashed^in^o The tailplane
neath and +>. leading edges and under-
We had Hpa ^ ^®orews w;ere pitted and bent.

(4) Taking-off into the high wind, and across
the swell, was more effective than afong,
the length of the swell; the strain w^

. borne more easily on the fore and’S^
axis of the aircraft. Here again it is"

●  important to keep the aircraft level, fo.
prevent one wing catching, in a way,e, -

to his set N ^ period the radio operator stuck
navigator ° were we airborne than the
naej It wac ^ course for base in front of

was the perfect course.

choQoi^e^^^^^'^^ t®^t consisted of hot ̂ ea and
and we wWa ^as made a couple of hours later,

very relieved crew. On our return

.ft

nose

ft

i j

-  Throuffhonf+S* Water nearly an hour,

i
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III.—OTHER MATTERS

Blockade Runners and Tankers

During October there was considerable activity made good their escape, and together with the
among vessels that had long been suspected of " Belgrano,” are now probably well on their way
beiiig blockade runners, and at least five of them to the East,
were seen from aerial reconnaissance to have left Throughout the 11th and 12th October, a
Bordeaux. Coastal Command aircraft sighted tanker, of some 9,000 tons was harried by a series
three of these soon after they had left port. of individual attacks carried out by a mixed
The first vessel sighted was later identified as force of Whitleys of 502 and 51 Squadrons, and ■

the German “ Belgrano,” a vessel of 6,095 tons a Sunderland of 10 Squadron, R,A.A.F. Several

{see Plate 11). She was attacked on the 3rd distant photographs were taken, from which it
by three Sunderlands of No. 10 Squadron, was possible to identify her, somewhat tentatively,
R.A.A.F., and while no definite claims of damage as an ex-Norwegian vessel, originally known as
were made, there is some evidence for supposing the. ” Krossfonn,” but whose name has by now
that superficial damage was inflicted. She doubtless been changed. One of the attacking
certainly put into a Spanish port where she aircraft obtained some very near misses, and
mained for several days, and there were even whether damage was inflicted on her or not, the

reports that she had wounded aboard. It is fact remains that she was back at Nantes a few
pc^sible that she was the unidentified vessel days later,
attacked on the 11th by a Sunderland of 461 The function of these outward-bound tankers
Squadron, after she had set out again for the jj^s not been determined with any certainty. The
Atlamtic. ■ , most reasonable guess is that they act as supply
The second vessel was seen on the 11th by ships to ,U-Boats, carrying fuel and ammunition, '

■y^ellington 0/304. This aircraft, which had gone and as such are an integr^ part of the U-Boa,t
to investigate, was fired on by the vessel, and campaign. Another suggestion is that some may be
replied with machine gun. A photograph taken engaged for fetching vegetable oils from the East,
during the brief encounter enabled her to be Certainly Germany is very short of these oils, and
identified almost certainly as the German a tanker load or two might enable her to maintain,
” Bfirgenland,” of 7,320 tons. . or even increase slightly, the margarine ration.

The last of the three was seen, photographed with  a resultant rise m enemy niorale. Whatever
and attacked by Whitleys of 502 Squadron on their function, it is hardly hhely to be an
11 fh October, and was probably a vessel of the unimportant one, and may weU mclude both
Qi'lvaplana type, of some 5,000 tons. Both she U-Boat supply and blockade-running with
2id the “ Burgenland,” must be assumed to have vegetable oils, on a two-way basis.

re

Grew Training in Squadrons
With the increase in squadrons equipped with These two commence their teaming together. -
d+i^ngined aircraft, which are of greater apart from the remamder of the crew, under an
mnlexity and carry larger crews, the subject of instructor who is one of the more experienced

training in operational squadrons becomes captains of
ijnportant. Intensified training within each taken over the aircr^, v^hose worl^ controls

essential to produce, not only the are pomted out^d ex^l^ed m detail. They are
spirit) but also a rational division of the taught the and in
\&ich have to be performed. genersi famibanse themselves with all the details

tasKS , , 1 , , ' nf the aircraft.

— wh'ch irherr:utMedri? not ^ d.al inOne

serve as a. 6 ^ & r y ctuu:,. goon as the capto has been passed as quah-
erew of a Liberator consists of :— to take control,, the second pilot is then given

a few circuits by the iiisteuctor to give him '
practice as a pdot ^d to allow to become
acquainted with the fefel of the aircraft and its
controls.' The captain and the second pilot then
carry out some 10 hours circuit and bumps, to get
thoroughly at home m the fl3nng of the aircraft.

In the intervals of dumg this phase, they
are given lectures on the M, oil hydraulic and
electrical systems by expmenced flight engineSs

While the captain and the second pilot are doina
their flying traimng, the remamder of the crew

also undergomg simultaneous training as

The
'phe captain.
The second pilot.
The navigator.
The flight engineer.
One wireless operator/mechanic.
Two wireless operator air gunners.

Training fads into two stages.

As soon as the requisite bodies arrive at the
squadron, they are formed into provisional crews.

The captain is usually a fully qualified Hudson follows :
captain or an experienced Liberator second pilot. The flight engineer designate is taken in hand

The second pilot normally arrives direct from hy an explains
the School of General Reconnaissance. bis duties and msteuct him m the mamtenance

are

of
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Intelligence.—Coastal Command procedure and!' i ^
knowledge of tedbiiibail : '

the layout of instruments and control cocks, the operational and flying order books, and of mteiUi= )
running of the engines, and the layout of their gence summaries ; contents of aircraft wafietSi,
controls. This is done both on the ground and and instructions on coding and security,

in the air. To quahfy for aircrew the new flight Navigation and SzgwaZs.—Practical and theor
engineer, must pass a test by the Squadron retical instruction as detailed in the syllables.
Engineer Ofiicer.

the aircraft, and the location and working of the
fuel, oil, ignition, hydraulic and electrical systems, operational control;

_  . , Crew Drills,—Ditching, dinghy, abandoning
The navigator may arrive at the squadron aircraft, and action stations drill, and

either from an O.T.U. with the rest of the crew, maintenance checks by the airscrew,
or from a G.R. School, in which case his traimng
will be more comprehensive. He is attached to
an operational crew ● as 2nd navigator to gain
experience in navigating for long periods and reports, etc.
under actual operational conditions. Part I also includes, in spite of its name, so^e -

As a rule, wireless operator mechanics and landings procedure ® *
wireless operators arrive with little knowledge of toough pse of S.E. beacon and
the Bendix and R.C.A. Equipment and they are D/F for fixing and horning, and practice in the
therefore attached to the S Vdron Signal Section; ”5® ̂  f®dio comp^ and fiaval beacons, together
where they gain knowledge and experience in the '"‘1* exercises,
handling and maintenance of this. When they
are considered fit for aircrew, they are given a
test by the Squadron Signals Officer and if they This is also carried out in accordance ivitji d
pass this, they are joined up with the rest of the planned syllabus. It includes night trainj^;
crew for Stage II training. which begins by the captain imdergoing

For the benefit of those who are not familiar du®l, after about 20 hours fay this® is
with the handling of large multi-engined aircraft, in‘fddirion ^
it may be as w^ to explain that in the act of ft®
taking these off and landing them, it is essential AYn5r»timi of oihiHnff <in that in n v
that the captain shall be free to concentrate on ^rf^kfo^r an^v dnT^’ TWs
those actioi^. The task of the 2nd pilot is there- amnnntsT f
fore to watch every incident during the take off or J . .hmiM cnnHnnn^inHf^nitelv

P ft m^bersfoin the crew,^but also fa
m ® XX = of the whole of the crew. A crew cannot

IS ̂ bome he will adjust boost, pitch, flaps and ^  ^ operationaUy efficient, even
mder-cairrage, w^ watch ̂  ordered any pax- previous extensive^training, unless

SiT^bS^^nt^“"hri^pr^1^t'4 toZ^ continually keeping up their stLdard.
ing he constantly tells the captain the readings of
the altimeter and airspeed indicator.

Until the aircraft is airborne, and directly after
it has ceased to be so, A.M.O. A.946/41 specifically
lays down that no member of the crew other than
the first pilot may manipulate any controls. The ●
second pflot wiU, of course, take over the controls Operational commitments will constantly jj.*
at the captain’s discretion, but only in the air. fere with the availability of instructors
After a period as second pilot, he wiU go back amongst the experienced crews. The inciden^^^
to an O.T.U. for further training as a captain. weather which is unsuitable for framing, Pf

4.V C4. T X ● ● V V 1 X j possible to an operational crew, will often
men this St^e I tiding has been completed gg^ous delays. The squadron which prodf"®®

by all. It IS considered that they are r^dy to begm scheme outlined above reports that at
“ % crew, period only on 15 of 60 consecutive nights wa.

Tt^ffig^d^i^^rdnffi^ parts : Ground weather fit for giving night fl5ung dual. ^

Photography.-.—Use and maintenance of earned
by day and night, compilation of reconnai^^ce

Stage n—^Part 2—Operational Training

are

It may be thought that, once such a schem
planned training in the squadron has been WorL- "
out, it would be a simple matter to put it * ^
effect. In practice, however, it will be
matter of very considerable difficulty, and
a lot of drive, combined with much patience^^^

eof

a

Again

(ft

, some aerodromes at which it has
necessary to locate squadrons of heavy ̂ h.
have only one runway adequate for night

This is run to a carefully prepared syllabus and and it may be necessary to wait relatively
a monthly chart record^ the progress of each periods for suitable winds and weather. .
mdividual member of the crew fa each section. conclusion, it must be borne in mfad ,,
Tt includes : while the foundations of crew training are lairi

T' X- ● e th® O.T.U.'s, the high standard of efficio '
Tactics, aircraft recognition, range demanded for successful operations can 0^??^

estimation, turret mampulation, operation and achieved by means of a carefully planned
maintenance of M.G. and cannon, preparation of training in the squadron. The latter part
^munition m belts or rnagazmes, viewing of training must, under the guidance of Fhght
instructional films, range and clay-pigeon shootmg Squadron Commanders, he the responsifiiil,^^ J
and harmonisation. the captain of the aircraft. In addit^u f I
A

m
'J

rmament.—Types and fusing of bombs, loading furthering efficiency, it wiU also serve to tigh* ■ f
and care of bomb racks, pyrotechnics, bombing the bonds existing between the captain and
drill. Sperry bombing teacher, and general arma- crew, and between the various members of
mept maintenance. crew themselves. -

Stage n— I—Ground Traming !m

Ul,

■
\!
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Planned Flying and Planned Maintenance
A good deal has been' heard recently on some we are not concerned on tha.t day with the state

Stations and in some Squadrons about Planned of serviceability of the remainder; tomorrow we
Mying' and Planned Maintenance. The subject shall want five more, and it is the job of the
is at once simple, and in its detailed application maintenance staff to produce them,
to the varying needs of the. Royal Air Force,
complex, so that necessarily only the broad outline
can be dealt with here, within the compass of the
Review.

Turning to OUT Hampden Squadron, we may
calculate our chances of making an attack to be
not more than three times per month; and on
these occasions ’ we shall need every possible

It is a truism to say that in order to get the aircraft. But if our estimate is correct, we shall
best out of any human effort, it must be planned, not expend more than 48 sorties, and, assuming

Ir. This is equally so on a farm, in a multiple store, that the strikes occur in the most favourable way, ^
or in a great industry. Even when there is no i.e.,'on the 1st, 11th and 21st of the month, we *

^  planning in the sense of written papers and shall have an inteiwal of ten days in which to
;':" diagrams, none the less a plan exists in the make good the repairs and to carry out inspections,

organiser’s mmd Talk to any successful farmer, it will be seen, therefore, that these two types
you ̂  find that he has a very clear picture squadron call for different establishments,

in his mmd not only of the crop history of his different maintenance and different handling
fields m past years but also of the cropping ^^t to decide what these should be, the amount
programme for next year and for some years f required from them must be laid down
ahead. He wiU tell you from his past experience
what yield can be expected from each field,
and just how they must be cultivated’to :
that he gets the maximum. True, his forecast effect of this knowledge will be, first in the case of
is subject to certain variables, notably the weather, the Patrol Squadron. We require from it a
but you will find that he has made provision for constant, sustained effort up to the given amount,
this, and balanced his available land to cover the and to achieve this we must have sx^cient ground
haz^ds which he cannot control. staff to produce at least five serviceable aircraft

'  , perday,ifitiskeptnonnaUy busy. The number
It is strange, therefore, that Planned Fl5dng of aircraft must never be less than five, though

should appear as something new and imprece- sometimes it may be more. When this occi^,
dented in the Royal Air Force. Obviously, there the powers at Command and Groups must not
has been planning in the past but the point is rub their h^ds with glee and “ go a bust ” ●
that it has not been based hitherto upon a ruthless their contract is for five and five only should they
analysis of what is required. Planned Flying use. For if they use the extra aircraft they wifi
means no more than getting the best out of a face the maintenance crew with the impossible
squadron or any other unit, and Planned Main- task of picking up on the maintenance caused by
tenance means providing as economically as the additional flying. More than likely the
po^ible, whatever is necessary and economically Engineer Officer knows that in a few days’ time
requisite to get that best. hevnH have two or three aircraft in for inspection
^  , 1 ● , and is counting on the surplus he has gatherpH
Now the basis of ^an is what you want to , luni over that period which will absorb a

get out of It; so that before you can start to ° ater number of hours. He is entitled to the
formula*® ‘t you ̂ ust be perfectly clear exactly ™ooth as well as the rough; and no one must rob
what you went. Consequentty, if we are planning of his reserve against the lean time,

a sqiJa^°"' we must first ask: How many ● ● . .
“^es per aircraft per week or month are called In effect, we are aimmg to get the best regular

'  effort out of a given a'rmber of aircraft a
.  given number of ground staff m an overall period

TOe answer to this question will obviously of time; and experience ias shown that
depend upon the type of work it is engaged on ; orderly way of setti^ about it does in fact, pay
md for this purpose squ^ons may be divided An e^timenit mth a Wtatley squadron
into two types. The Apt is Patrol Squadrons em- ^wn ttat 1,263 Aymg hours (1,033 hoS^
ployed on routine work, such as anti-submarine operational) were A®™ “ ̂tober despite the
LtVols, winch they me required to carry out fict that ten days
feffularly ^^y ^ given density, and curtailed on three. When thisjs compared
^tbe second IS Stake Squadrons; these are wiUi the .*Ais part&uto
eaSed on to make a full-out effort spasmodically, squadron (935 A°urs)j^e^et record for any
nerhaps at short notice, m as great numbers as mitley squadron (1,041 houre) and the averapp
poiwe, after winch they relapse into relative fo?all Coastal (^14 hours)1

Cavity until the next strike is called for. ^ be one ̂ es ^

These two types of squadrons present very Fi^^ooth^ running, techmS'^f®?
different operational and maintenance problems. Jr^tional, and for absence of uneven effort
Suppose we take a Whitley Squadron on anti- at dropping serviceability the advant

'  submarine work and a Hampden Torpedo Bomber seen to be very great.
Squadron set aside to attack enemy naval units ^ ̂vnected from a Pa+,. i o

specially important convoys. We may decide What can. Patrol Sqnadr,
Jhat for the former eight sorties per aircraft per depends f g^ce invol^S
month will suffice ; or a total of 160 sorties in  a amount of ̂ a^n ̂ ^ o ̂ d the
^-day month. Dividing 160 by 30 we find that of staff w^ch^ P ̂
5 *3 aircraft are required per day, but call it five, are predictaffi ' . . and^what^i^'^i®
So long as we have our five aircraft serviceable the maximum P input

and

in advance.

Now let us go a stage further and see what theensure
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staff is required to produce it. Much, of dourse, been planned. There is, however, ope
- wiU depend on the working conditions. If night about the ground staff of the $tnke
shifts can be worked, and hangar accommodation which must be borne in mind. While) it ,
and black-outs are available, then the rate of possible to run it on a much smaUer estab^hi., ,
serviceability is limited only by the average time ment, this will not provide for unfdres,e^
taken to effect repairs and carry out inspections, eventualities, such -as sudden and unexp^l^h,
and on the number of men available in the'squad- calls. To meet all possibilities, one ,

.  You cannot get more aircraft out of any Squadron operating alone on a station will req^gi i
squadron day by day than there are inen to pro- an equivalent staff to a Patrol Squadron; ibpt
duce them ; but if the men ’are in sufficient if it is associated on the same station with a second
numbers, if spares are available and if there are Strike Squadron, or better still a Patrol Squadron;
no external hold-ups, then the trouble will hot be their pooled resources will suffice to coVer

,  serviceability of aircraft, but the number of crises which may arise. i
aircrews to fly them. Xliis then is Planned Flying and Pl^_e4^
There ire, of course, a number of other consider- Maintenance in the barest outline—^thinking

ations which follow oh from this. Obviously ahead to determine first that is needed, .^d,,
,  it is more economical to maintain a relatively second, how it can be obtamed most effiLcieh^y-
large unit than a number of smaE ones. The and most ecdhomically. It is the rationalis‘^tio&
overheads are less and the number of higher grade of war fl5dng. As a peace-time measure it is
technicians available to supervise the v^)rk is nothing new—as a visit to the London Passengj^'
greater. Further, in a small unit, the one of two Transport Board or travel on the America

■ indispensable tradesmen such as electricians; Iffies wiU disclose. Nor is it entirely new in
may elect to go. sick on the same day ; and work Service, as those will know who have had to pfer
will come to a standstill; while in a larger one pare aircraft brought ashore from carriers dunng; i
nothing short of a direct hit from a bomb is the leave period for the next cruise. But,
likely to demolish all the electricians at once. general, it has not been considered in rela;tioni to

Thus the Patrol Squadron making a tegular tiat.ffie
and known effort, oils for a relatively large needs of the inoment “P
ground staff working steadily and.on schedtfle planning. .  ● ^a,nv instanrp
parh dav ' ^ ' however, that at least in many instances it is not

_  1. j 1 applicable but advantageous;
The Strike Squadron, on the other hand, works 'r a. ,  , ;

on a contrary principle. It has its big effort, and There is one last consid . ^ofal wari^e
then subsides, leaving time to prepare for the next means the all-out resoufciM,,
strike and, thefefore, the ground staff can be ̂ all including man-power, of tne “^tion. Not. eyeni a
in relation to that of the Patrol Squadron,- for population of 46 milhoiis, nor, as the Geignank
time is .on their side and they have no regular find, one of 88 milhods, pro^de efiou^h
commitment. Further, it is reasonable to suppose workers for industry as well as lor the SefVic^;
that the damage rate ffiay be higher and that the The avoidance of wasted efiqi^»
^ound staff (not the aircrews) may be lucky frees man power for ®^®®Where, and
enough to have an odd aircraft or two replaced enables, the offensive to weijgh| <
by new ones. This is not universally true, for 210 or the tools needed for it to ? greater ;;
Squadron, when in North Russia, were reaUy volume. Not the least g . scientific {
operating as a strike squa<hron and did so without and orderly planning ° is, ,the
loss. The fact that 13 aircraft of that Squadron conservation of the and Its ;
flew over 900 hours on this duty' was due to their direction into those it ihg i
flying and maintenance for that operation having put to the best possible

ron
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Td Migrants

There is a story'of a stoker who, owing to the At last she seepied ffî e ithe
changing vicissitudes of life, reached the end of jourUey south. The
Us tether and applied to see his Commandffig depended on certain
CJfficen, His persistence was rewarded, by the example, bad visibility* ̂  ® Period or tjj'e
request being at last granted ; at the interview contrary. From time ^aVebeek
he was asked what he wanted. Leaning over the mdications of her intention ro J^^v®-'ffiovenikiits
Captain's desk he planted-upon it a large and a of destroyers up ^^initiativ^^la^*^^®^^
none too clean hand. " Fm fed iip, sir, he said fighter protection. AdTuirQu^^^the !;
confidentially, Fve come to chuck in my—-- enemy; it was for AnH '
hand. Take it.” The feeling is not unknown in Command to anticipate n- so squad^Ps ;
other spheres of life; perhaps in our Serviceit would be moved to With;
reaches the high-water mark when a squadron what may well have appearea^ a glorious aimless^
has moved from Caithness to Cornwall and from ness to those who were upr ea forced to
Stornoway to Suffijlk with bewilde^g rapidity leaye their household goods enmd m the mgh.
and ●without any apparent justification or cause, and hurry.

But you can bet your bottom doUar that there The Scharnhorst and hayie
is a reason for it, though often enough one that broken out weeks t>efore ih
cannot be broadcast It may be based upon fact; fact did. On the day , to ^
or it may be based’upon appreciation, intuition was moved from the Norm o tne Cq^t.
or a hunch. Take the case of the Pnnz Emn more on the assessment p ibffirtes and a
which w« lay ih Trondheim, "fadingin the bones’ ovia^co;
Photographs showed the progress made in repair. Owing to the move, P quadron woa

in
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(enabled to take part in the attack ; but equally be what they are. In point of fact, no sortie is
well departure might have been delayed and the ever ordered without a reason—as good a reason
squadron’s journey down would have been just as.circumstances allow, but none the less
another fruitless expenditure of effort.

a reason .

Much cannot be explained ; secrecjy inevitably
demands a measure of blind confidence.' “ There

Conversations with aircrews show that there are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
are still some who think that they are sent on than are dreamt of in your philosophy ” ; and
vague errands to search wide tracts of ocean for  a often they provide the motives from which action
microscopical and evanescent U-Boat, on the springs and the foundatipn that imderlies a
principle that luck will make up for infonned decision which seems incomprehensible t6 the
direction. If that were so, sightings would not recipient>

For He’s a Jolly Good Fellow!

In the yard of a deserted farm house three miles fighting to preserve personal freedom and liberty
east of Voronezh on the Moscow road. Lieutenant of speech, he is not prepared to sacrifice his vanity
Mikhail Stepanovitch stood to attention. The his pathetic little ambition to be thought a go<^
fist snow was falling. He couldn’t see it but he fellow, in order to ensure the immediate security
:^uld feel it flake by flake on his forehead. He of others. ^
idiivered, but he wasn’t cold. Why couldn’t they  t i  i j >. xr-
Sit over with? They seemed to be arguing I am always very glad a Victorian poUtician
fibout something. Talk, talk, talk I Oh, well, once remarked, when Lord Salisbury makes a
after all that had been the trouble with him too. speech. It is sure to contam at least one
iSd to talk, always talk and the.n you got excited “““S md^retion which it is a delight to re-
^the other feUows contradicted you and the Non-^cuntyisno^onfinedtobograts,
new comers straight from the training camps in bra^hats by Mtal
the Urals kept firing eager questions at you. Brara-hats toow more and bigger secrets
■Von couldn’t resist the temptation to tell them  a bograts, so that they are l^e the little girl
thine or two, you who had seen so much ; first on  ™ nursery rhjme— when they are good they
^tal convoys down at Batum and then ground f® Tf y®"? good; but when they are bad, they
Qtraflng iu front of Moscow and afterwards pro- "^® shockiiy But eMmy mteUigence, like our
tS^e patrols over Leningrad. You knew a thing °™’  “ ^ o^ional spectacular
i^fwo ̂  right, and wasn’t it the most natut^ Sfir *°®®*'*®’' “*o a single and
MoTin the world to shoot a bit of a fine ? And 3f®“* ““aic of a thousand .and one tiny
ttiPTi^one day something goes wrong and instead pieces of knowledge.
‘rfsiS^rise the Huns are waiting for your tanks- one pieces of knowleS
hlff a^^ision bad bought it. And why ?'. Simply *® ‘®°gues of ®a
Ib^use some fellow gets shot down and under ***° ®and and one apparently unimportant bograts.
'Sfterrogation gives away a lot he ought not to We in this country do not shoot our
have even known. And Mikhail Stepanovitch vitches. Too often we do not even exDo«?P
ione could have told him. to the ridicule and contempt of their feUows wW

. 1 lives ^d aircraft and tanks and ships thev hf,
.  ,1 j X 11 I imperilled. We have fallen iuto the have

For be was a jolly good fellow I luxurious habit of regSig
cThe world is very full of Mikhail Stepanovitches  “ hush-hush We hold our Couils of ^

id of Michael Stephensons. They live in neat we hold our Courts Martial but we
s bouses in rows and they exchange news of vainglorious and oafish criminals behi h
consignment of oranges that has just come impenetrable screen of the phrase “ Th^™ +

i«+o the greengrocer’s and of the new baby on the of the Court will be promulgated ” ®®i^tence
> at Number Seven ; they live iq the bar ' , ^ ^

^^^ours of Swansea and Newcastle and exchange future that wll not be so. From time
the ships that come and the ships that go exampl^ of the grosser indiscretions spoken

the ships that sometimes never come back ; this Command ^
they live in Air Force messes. They are pubhshed toother mth full details

f'tnd types”, always with the “hot gen”; wluch they were
^ ffet around and know the boys who know fighting men,
*l®ft1t’s aU,about. .But unlike Stepanovitch, f^t fat-belhed ships, thp roar of squadrons
S^nhensonusuaUylivktoaripeanddistinguished ^o the^ctonous skies can no long^T

That is because “though he might have sa^cnficed on the too mce altar of joUy^fL^
'b Jffeoosiari.aFrenchorXurkorProolan . . . fellowship. good-
he remains an Englishman ”. Even when he is You have been warned.
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The figures relating to the number of combats in July, August and September 1940 ●
for September (page 13) should read : Total encounters 126, of which 75 without resnb ’ ^

aircraft destroyed or damaged, 51.
m the
enemy
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